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CHAPTEiî I
THE ?uE3É A3 A CRITIC OF ST,'.TE GOVE RiMENT
Montana's fifteenth governor, Donald G, flutter, 
took office on January 3» 1961. During hie fourteen- 
month term of office before his death in a plane crash 
on January 25» 1962» Governor Nutter was an unusually 
controversial public figure. Much of the comment which 
followed his activity was covered by the 1^ dally news­
papers of Montana.
The study of the press In any state entails an 
examination of the ability of newspapers to fulfill their 
functions as a forum for the exonange of opinion and Ideas, 
as a check on state government, as a critic of the governor 
and his administration, and as a watchdog for the citizen. 
The press is expected to report the news Impartially, 
good or bad. The governor prefers to accentuate positive 
factors and to eliminate negative factors In what he 
believes to be the best public Interest. This Is further 
Illustrated by the conflict between the president and the 
press which has plagued John F. Kennedy and his administra­
tion at the national level during the same period.
It would seem that any governor finds a favorable 
press to be an advantage. By studying the relationship
of a governor with the press in his state âurlng his term 
In office it should be possible to determine how sucoessful 
he was In utilizing the press as a vehicle for building 
favorable publio opinion. By studying how the press 
reported the issues oonoemlng the governor, it is possible 
to estimate how well the press Is acting in its capacity 
as a check on state government, as a critic of the governor, 
and as a watchdog for the oitisen. Therefore an examination 
of the press during the period from Deoembei% I960, until 
January, 1962, should indicate how well the press and 
Governor Nutter performed their respective functions as 
subsequently defined.
The need for ooauBunication between the state*s 
chief executive and the citizenry through the press has 
long been recognized. A portion of the report from the 
CommisBlon on Freedom of the Press on the government 
as a party to communication said:
In the past writers have thought of govern­
ment as standing outside the process of communi­
cation. Usually they were concerned lest govern­
ment interfere with the talk and writings of citizens. 
Sometimes they saw how government might enable 
citizens to talk and write more and better perhaps.
Now it is evident that the government must itself 
talk and write and even listen. The subject has 
become important for the inorease of government 
functions and in the number of officials, accom­
panied by a growing popular Ignorance and bewilder­
ment as to What these officials are doing. One of 
our members described the situations "The fact 
that, with the passage of years, the government 
itself has become an even greater participant 
in social and economic affairs has created a neces­
sity for better intercommunication between it and
the publie la the Intereete of both.** # . The 
polat that thie le **ln the latereete of both* le 
worth reseaiberlag, for a m  le aaturally Inollned 
to thlak that the oaly profit le oa the part of 
goveraaeat# or (more oyaloalXy) of goverameat 
offlolale. Yet the oltlsea galas too. He has 
just oause for ooaplalat If he Is left unlaforaed 
aaO baffled la the faoe of a mysterious aetwork 
of deparlmeats aad bureaus olothed with vast powers 
over his property, his work, his repreatloas, aad 
la wartime over his very ezlsteaoe.*
By projeotlng the ooaoept of goverameat publiaity
agttlost the larger soreen of ooatemporary represeatatlve
goverasMmt, oae author justifies this form of cograiual-
oatloa as aot glvlag undue power to the exeoutlve braaoh
of goverameat la the formation of polloy aad as serving
the publio with information that Is useful la deciding
public polloy. Under this theory as applied speolfloally
to government publicity agents, high Ideals and moral
standards would proteot the oltlsea from the misuse of
^ptsbliolty for antlpubllo ends. In addition, a govern<-
ment publicity agent is part of the mao'niaery which provides
the oltlsea with facts and opinions constituting news.^
Â second opinion on the funotlon of government as
a source of Information for the cltlsen salds
The changed concept and oonsoquenoo of govern­
ment hammered out by the economic, social, and
MnlflgtAoBa7«3.
Azeoharlah Chafes, fiaxfi£QSfilLt ab4 nnmm (Chicagot university of Chicago Press, 19^7)§ p.
^James L. MoCaay, ftOYirnaant ftibilfilt» (Chicagot university of Chicago h*ese, 1939), p. 16.
polltloal forces of the twentieth century clearly 
demonstrate the necessity for the public relations 
function* As the impact and extent of government 
controls increase» the need for adequate ooanauni- 
cation between publio official and citizen becomes 
more urgent* Yet inescapable forces tend to drive 
them farther end farther apart* This problem is 
being met» in a small way» by the growth of publio 
relations at all levels of.government» particularly 
in the federal government*^
It seems implicit in representative government that 
citizens have a right to know the conduct and the publio 
records of the state executive department* Equally as 
implicit in this system and deeply imbedded in tradition 
is the right of the executive to decide whicn records 
will be withheld and which will be made available in the 
absence of express provisions to the contrary* The legal 
situation regarding governors is similar to the presi­
dent*» s
In the present state of the law the people and 
their organs of information must trust primarily 
to official grace as affected by reason» courtesy» 
the Impact of public opinion» end other non-legal 
considerations and» in the longer view» to remedial 
legislation by Congress* As of now, in the matter 
of right to inspect such records» the public and 
the press have but changed their kings*
I>ougla88 Cater» Washington editor cf Reporter
magazine» classifies the preee ac the fourth branch of
government* He believes that the importer is not only
^ocott H. Cutllp and Allen U, Center» Lffectiva ?ubllp 
lislations (New York* Prentice- all» Inc* » 1952)# P* 370*
^Harold Cross» Zo& B Isl (New York*
Columbia Univercity Press» 1953)» P* 197.
the recorder of government but also a participant* In 
the process of deciding what to describe and what to 
ignore among the "myriad events" in government, the 
reporter "can illumine policy and notably assist In 
giving it /newj/ sharpness and clarity.**^
Cater said it is "strange that the political scien­
tist has BO long neglected the study of the interaction 
between government and the press* The American Fourth 
Estate operates et Û & facto, quasiofficial fourth 
branch of government, its institutions no less important 
because they have been developed infoimially and, indeed, 
haphasardly*
However, Cater points out that a basic conflict 
of interests exists between government and the press at 
the national level which pertains to the state level* He 
said that
the official and the reporter are moved by funda­
mentally different compulsions* The official's 
first response to a newsworthy event is assimila­
tive* He attempts to relate it to the broad body 
of record on which he precariously builds his 
policies* The reporter's first impulse, on the 
other hand, is distributives he seeks to com- 
munioate the newsworthy event as speedily and 
widely as possible*'
^Douglass Cater, jQm fourth Sit Qovernment
(Boston* Houghton Mifflin Company, 1959)» p. 7.
p. 13.
Tlbld#f p. 17*
This basic conflict of Intarosts Is furthar anphaslsaâ 
by Catart
l^a official oust think in tarms of finding 
tba lowast ooawaaon danosilnator of agreamant. For 
him the business of policy making Is a matter of 
aoocHBaodatlon* Particularly as It raaohas the 
topmost levels of government$ there is need to fuzz 
over dlaagreamante In the quest for a sense of 
unanimity. Regular participants at meetings of 
the National Seourlty Council, the nation*» highest 
strategic body, testify that the problem frequently 
reduces Itself to finding the phrase of appropriate 
subtlety to bridge unnacassary conflicts. The 
official, as Dean Aohason has remarked, remembers 
the words of Justice Holmesi "Some things have 
got to be stated obscurely before they can be 
stated clearly."
For the reporter, the basic quest is to 
discover and highlight traces of disunity. As a 
government official once complained, the reporter 
Is Hegelian. He thinks in terms of thesis and 
antithesis. It in him premise that progress comes 
through controversy and that truth, us has been 
said. Is generated by encounter as fire Is made 
by rubbing together two sticks.
The official aots on the premise that pre­
mature publicity can be a destructive force If It 
undermines the effort to reconcile diverse inter­
ests and causes the hardening of fixed positions.
The re%M»rter believes in the purifying power of 
publicity. He is the sworn enemy of secrecy. He 
holds fins in the faith that "public opinion" must 
have an opportunity to express itself while polloy 
is still malleable and has not been molded into 
unchangeable dogma.°
Cater quotes Arthur Kreck, columnist of the Mpw York 
Timesf as having saldt
Our obligations are merely these in deciding 
whether to go into print with informations Is it 
true? Has it been legitimately £ioquired? Is it
8 , p. 18.
fit to print— pttbllo property or e private matter? 
These satlafaotorlly settled, the facts are ready 
for their bath In printer*s Ink.
But the statesman has other considerations.
Is it preaiature? Will publication make the going 
more difficult? Will publication tend to confuse, 
rather than to clarify, the popular alnd? These 
ere some of the problems before him, particularly 
If he is President of the (Waited States in a 
catastrophic hour, forcing the inneraost fibers of 
his body and the full resources of his spirit into 
his colossal task.9
Thus is demonstrated the dilemma of government and 
the press in society. The ends of government are often 
best served by guarding the sources of information, thereby 
protecting what officials consider to be the best interests 
of the people. The press, on the other hand, believes 
that the free flow of information between the government
and its constituents is necessary for the best interests
of the citizens. It is clear, however, that if a cloud 
of secrecy covers the operations of the executive depart­
ment on a national or state level, there is suspicion 
that perhaps the president or governor is doing something 
which he does not wish to reveal.
Perhaps the background for the whole struggle be­
tween the press and the government is revealed in the 
observation of ^ebeoca Wests
It is the preservation of the facts that matter,
the facts that put together are th^ face of the age;
the rise in the price of coal, the now ballet, the 
woman found dead in a kimono on the golf links,
^rbid.f p. 19.
8
th«3 latest sermon of the Archbishop of York, the 
marriage of the Prime Klnieter's deugbtor. For if 
people do aot have the face of the age set clear 
before them they begin to imagine it; ana if it is 
not disciplined by the intellectual and kept in 
facts with reality by the instinct of art, develops 
among the wishes and fears of childhood, and so 
sees life either as simply answering any prayer or 
as ondlesBly emitting oight&arc monsters from a 
womb-like cave,*®
The power for good which the press can exercise by 
criticism of government is illustrated by Alan Barth*s 
statement#
nothing expresses more d o e  ly the essential 
differences between a totalitarian society and 
a free society than the relationship in each of 
the press to the government. Among the totali- 
tarlans, the press, like every other institution, 
is an instrumentality of the state; it is used to 
propagate support for official policies and to pro­
mote official dootriues. In a free society, however, 
the function of the press is, rather, to oppose the 
government, to scrutinize its activities end to 
keep its authority within appropriate bounds.
^^uebeooa West, % e  Meaning: Treaaon (New York,
1947), p. 36.
^^Alan Barth, "The Press? as Censor of Government" 
(Lucius W. Nieman CtMir Lecture, Harquette ITnivarsity. 
Fob. 22, 1962).
CHAPïSa II 
OHOVm! OF 1«S OOVEHKOa AMD HIS POWER
The need for on exaalnatlon of the prese eoverege 
of Oovemor Mutter has heooae sore aeoessary as the 
governor*# poeltlon as a polloy leader has enlarged.
The governor*# offloe la the center of public attention 
at the state level and his aotlone and speeches are 
influential In molding publie oplnlcm. It Is important 
for the state party to elect its gubernatorial oandldate 
and of oonoem to the national party as well.
However# the position of the governor has not always 
stood at the level it enjoys now. Americans have argued 
since colonial times about how much power the governor of 
a state should have. In the colonies the governor was 
the representative of the Bngllah king and the executive 
head of the colony. The Aaierieaa settlers cfwplained 
that their interests were subordinate to the wishes of 
foreign royalty as relayed through the governor. In 
exercising his legal powers from the king# the governor 
was not responsible to those he governed. As an outgrowth 
to the opposition to the king*s governor# the colonists 
elected their own representatives to limit the governor*a 
power. When the colonists set up their own goveriment 
to conduct war against the English king and to achieve
9
10
lnd$p#md*Boe Xt wae natural to dlatruat tb# axaoutlva 
power ana to place their faith in iegieiaturee. Early 
state oonatitutions exhibit a preTaiiing tone of oon- 
fidenoe in legislatures and a distrust of executives.
legislative supreaacy was the keynote of the early 
constitutions in the 13 colonies. The lof^lslature 
appointed the ^ v e m o r  in all states but Massachusetts 
and Hew York. The governor had little positive influence 
over the legislature. The story is told of colonial 
government that# "when Willlaa Hooper went hone from the 
North Carolina Convention and was asked how much power 
they had given the governor# he answered ; *Just enough 
to sign the receipt for his salary. ••*̂ 3 The framers of 
the first constitutions had reacted too strongly to 
executive power and# in their attempt to insure legisla­
tive supremacy# had excessively weakened the powers of 
governors.
After learning that the majority can be as tyrannical 
as one man and that It is risky to conoentrate too much 
power in either the legislature or the executive# the 
executive office in each state was strengthened as a 
counterbalance. The adoption of the federal Constitution
^^Leslie Upson# Afflsrlaan Qovamor XCOA Plfrurahasd 
to leader (Chicago I IXoiversity of Chicago Press# 1939)»
p. 13.
13 Tbld.f p. 14.
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provided a isodal for th# granting of ezaoutlvo powers 
wblob the states eould follow. But even as late as 1631, 
Alexis De l^gueville expressed the view on a governor *8 
powerf **Xn Aaerlca the legislature of each state Is 
supreme; nothing can Impede Its authority. . . .  In 
juxtaposition to It, and under Its Immediate control.
Is the representative of the executive power.
In 1630, a new concept, Jacksonian democracy, pro- 
vlded a solution to the problem of curbing the power of 
the state executive. The governor was becoming more 
Independent of the legislature, but his power was weakened 
by diffusion. Legislatures began to lose popular con­
fidence and were subjected to constitutional restrictions. 
The executive In the state was rendered almost powerless 
by the distribution of power among too many persons. The 
new maxim of deoioox*aoy seemed to bet "Divide your govern­
ment, and It cannot rule you."^^ The chief executive In 
the state not only was unable to harm the people, but he 
was unable to serve them. The solution savored of mistrust. 
The executive still was suspect and the legislature had 
fallen under the same cloud.
^^Alexls De TOcquevllle, gegooraoy la daoglca (Vol. I, 
trans. Henry Reeve. 2 vols. Cambridge t Sever and Francis, 
1664), p. 101.
^^Llpson, oa. fill., p. 23.
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In the f: et âeoaâe of the twectletb oentury, the 
people oene to realise that the philosophy of "the least 
governed are the hest governed" oould not work. The image 
of the governor mis to profit from the analogy with the 
executive in the federal government and with corporate 
organisations. The governor was to he the apex toward 
which all the lines of the hierarchy of government in the 
state m o v e d . T h e  governor would represent the execu­
tive branch and the agencies would answer to him.
After President Tmft appointed his Commission on 
Economy and Efficiency in 1910 to investigate government 
activity and efficiency, similar investigations in the 
states were begun. As a result, the need for a strong 
state executive was better understood.
As Leslie lApson saldi
Undoubtedly, the governor is at last becoming an 
officer worthy of the name. The executive budget, 
perhaps more than any other single factor, has 
strengthened his executive authority. It gives 
him control over the operations of all government 
agencies, it enables him to present a coherent 
program to the legislature, and it throws definitely 
on him the responsibility for proposing expansion 
or contraction of services. . . .  Not only can the 
people more fairly hold the governor responsible, 
but he in turn knows where to give orders in his 
administration and where to allot praise or blame. 
. . .  One can truly say that the governor*s respon­
sibility is everywhere insured to a far greater
l^IbAd.f p. 69.
u
17w'Bgree than heretofora.
Another writer on the position of the governor in 
state government, Coleman B. Raneone, Jr., has said of 
the increasing influence of the governor $
^ e  American state has not been displaced 
as a unit of government. Its role has been some­
what altered by increasing federal participation 
in fields formerly thought to be reserved for the 
states, but the status of the states has actually 
grown rather than been diminished by the programs 
of co-operative federalism as they are carried 
out in practice. While it is undeniable that the 
federal government has assumed new powers and 
functions, this is also true of the states. The 
governor, as the chief figure on the state politioal 
scene, has assumed increased importance as a result 
of these federally-financed, state-administered 
programs.^®
As the power of the governor grows in a state, the 
press in that state finds it imperative to cover the 
activity of the executive branch in more detail in its 
capacity as intermediary between the citizen and his 
government.
p. 2UJ.
^^ColeNil B. r^ansona, Jr., The Qfflca of Qovamnr 
la tba United State» (Alabamai Unlvorelty of Alabama Press, 
195t)T p. 3.
CHAPTEH III 
THE OOVEHNOK IK «OKTÂKA
Oov#roer Uattmr took office In Jenuery, 1961, with 
the aâvcsntege of the largest vote In Mgotana In the I960 
general election with 15^,122 as opposed to 125,436 for 
the Denocratlo oandldate, Paul Cannon. The governor had 
received 14,000 more votes than Richard Kixon received 
at 140,896 in Mentana over John P. Kennedy*s 133,641.
Despite the favorable Impression which the election 
oast on Governor Nutter, he was beset by difficulties 
from the time he took office. A clue to his relationship
^^Final Montana election retuinns compiled by the Associated Press for all precinctst
U.S. Senates Lee Metcalf, D, 141,367; Orvin B.
Pjere, H, 136,027.
U.S. Rouse, First District* Arnold Olsen, 0, 62,770; 
George Sarsfleld, H, 55,720.
U.S. House, Second District* James Bettin, H,
79,031; Leo Graybill Jr., D, 74,189.
Lieutenant Governor* Tim Babcock, a, 145,432; Henry 
Anderson, D, 129,509.
Secretary of State* Frank Murray, D, 149,487; Albert 
Leuthold, H, 107,446.
Attorney General * Forrest Anderson, D, 156,820;
Bruce Shelden, a, 113,965.
Treasurer* Edna Hlnman, R, 137,461; K.L. O'Neal, D, 
124,309.Auditor* John J. Holmes, D, 210,565 (unopposed). 
Railroad Commissioners Lou Boedeoker, D, 151,515; 
David Mlddlemas, B, 118,793.
Superintendent of Schools* Harriet Miller, B, 
141,041; John Cushman, D, 120,250.
Supreme Court* John Harrison, 116,766; James 
Freeboum, 116,303.
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with the press during his tesm la found In a Montane 
Chamber of Commerce publication on the executive depart­
ment of Montana and specifically on the governor• The 
pamphlet says*
A political humorist has quipped that Montana 
is a state where the governor doesn*t govern and 
the treasurer doesn't have much to treasure. This 
is an exaggeration, but it Is true that the average 
Montanan has an unrealistic concept of the limited 
powers of the governor.
The goveinaor is vested by the constitution 
with the supreme executive power in the state, but 
there are a number of limitations and qualifications 
of bis power. It is also true that oitixens some­
times confuse his power with those of the.Judicial 
or legislative departments of government.
The pamphlet explains that the constitution gives 
power to the governor to require offices in the executive 
department to provide him with information In writing and 
to appoint committees to investigate and report on execu­
tive offices or state institutions. Offices in the 
executive department must keep accounts and make semi­
annual reports of receipts and disbursements to the 
governor.
The governor's salary in iontana is #14,000 which 
is lower than in 39 other states and which is lower than 
some Montana officials. Gubernatorial salary was #7,500 
as late as 1952.
20Montana Chamber of Commerce, Montana Practical 
Politics handbook (Helena), p. 5.
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Although the governor has no direct control over or 
connection with ell departments, boards, or commissions, 
hie office is strengthened by the number of appointments 
he makes to boards and commissions. His appointments 
to the state tax board, state education board, and state 
highway commission, as well as controller, budget direc­
tor, and examiner, administer many departments of state 
government.
As the Montana Legislative Council pointed out, 
exeoutlve authority has been dispersed cuaong more than 
100 state agencies, only a few of which are responsible 
to the governor. While the governor exerts strong per­
sonal or political Influence on a state exeoutlve who he 
believes Is too aggressive In his aots, he may be confined 
by boards and commissions.
Furthermore the Chamber of Commerce pamphlet reports 
that one school of thought holds that the 8tate*s "real 
chief executive" la the board of examiners composed of 
the governor, attorney general, and the secretary of state. 
The pamphlet concludest
More than forty years ago, a state report 
recommended that the governor be relieved "so far 
as practicable from the performance of any duty 
not directly connected with the office of the 
chief executive." Xdttle has been done in such 
a direction since that day. Many state departments 
and agencies continue to operate as "little 
kingdoms."21
17
Th# Montana oonetltutlon he» me<3# th# offlo# of governor
weak by limiting the power of the exeoutlve branch. Much
of the aieeetlefaotion which Governor Nutter may have
found In the exeoutlve office le Inherent in the Montana
eyetern of government*
Governor Nutter wee not the flret man to find fault
with the executive office or to queetlon hie capacity in
the atate. Ab early as 1939» one political writer oaidt
Another weetern etate, Montana, has a elmilar 
board (of control) for curbing the governor.
Thie etate, vaet in area, hae a paucity of 
inhabltante and wealth. Since it cannot afford 
a large budget, it muet neede throw additional 
work on Ite few officer#.^*
He further pointed to the board of examiners as the 
real chief executive In Montana, but that the governor 
did not rule the board. By a system of *trading" and
"logrolling" the governor may be overruled. A governor
of Montana had complained to thie man that re had to eit 
on too many boards and therefore could not keep abreast 
of their meetings. In conclueIon he said of the governor 
in MontanaI
Such requirements that the governor himself 
directly participate in administrative mlnutla 
are of manifest futility. They defeat their own 
ends. The governor has so much to do that he
cannot give time to all the boards. If, however,
he does attend, either he le frittering away his 
energy on henhoueee and piggeries or he hae to 
eecure a majority vote on important matters by
^^Lipson, aa. cit. f p. 36.
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•trading** with the other members. In neither oase 
can there be effective over-ell supervision of the 
general administrative polioy.^3
Another politioal fault mhioh former governors
criticised in Montana is Inherent in the state and its
oitisene. The same political writer said of the In-
experlenoe of legislators hampering the motion of the
governor as compared with more experienced legislators
in other statesi
In Massachusetts» Kew York» and Illinois» the 
legislature convenes every January and is quite 
lively to remain in session for five or six months. 
During this period there are continued contacts 
between the legislators and the gove nor and the 
department heads. Indeed in one of these states 
a department head complained the members of the 
legislature come to his office far too much» 
inquiring and probing. There is thus a chance in 
some states that legislating may be a full-time 
profession» especially if the member has independent 
means. It is doubtful whether this can ever become 
the case in certain states of the West, m  Montana» 
for instance» the writer was told by the governor 
who had previously served in the state senate ti^t 
many legislators are poorly Informed both about 
state problems and about legislative procedure.
Their occupation may be that of cowboy» farmei» 
or stockman» and "they don*t know what it*s all about.** Some have never even read the state con­stitution and cannot propose a motion in the proper way.2a
Although this image may not be accurate or unique in 
Montana» if true it does have a detrimental effect on 
the smooth functioning of the state legislature.
According to a recent analysis of the power of the
^^lApson» jui* cit. T P* 37* 
^ Lipson» an. cit.» p. 219,
X9
Montane governor, the oxecutlve<»aânlnletretlve branch ie
extremely complex* Several feotors contribute to the
complexity of the political situation anU to Montana'#
administrative organisation* The principal factors are
the existence of several elected executive officials
In addition to the governor, the reliance on boards and
oommlasIons for administrative purposes, and the growth
in number of unrelated administrative unite* A thesis
prepared at M«mtan4 State University was
predicated on the basic assumption that the present 
executive-administrative structure In Montana Is far 
Inferloi^ to structures found la other states and 
to systems advocated by both students and practi­
tioners of state government* Underlying this basic 
assumption Is the writer's belief that exeoutlve 
authority must be comsensurate with executive 
responsibility* In state government the governor 
should have authority to administer the laws and 
he should be commensurably accountable to the people 
for that administration* Authority and responsi­
bility for exeoutlve action should be centered In 
the governor*
Montana's executive Is characterised by the 
diffusion of executive authority and responsibility 
among several elected exeoutlve officials and aowng 
many boards and commissions* This diffusion Is a 
result of the historical period during which the 
state of Montana beoasw a political reality*^5
The executive branch of government in Montana was
conceived as a deperWent* Within this department the
executive power was to be diffused between seven elected
^Clinton £• Grimes, **âeorganlsatlon In the Execu­
tive-Administrative Branch of Montana Government** (un­
published Master's thesis, Montana State University, 
Missoula, 1959}• p. 2*
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officials I a governorp lieutenant governor, attorney 
general, aeoretary of atato, treasurer, a superintendent 
of publio Instruction, and a state auditor, all of whoa 
were to be elected by the people to foui'-year terms.
This dispersal of exeoutlve power has left Montana's 
governor In an anomalous position. Thm adopted constitu­
tion had guaranteed that the "supreme executive power of 
the state shall be vested in the governor, who shall see 
that the laws are faithfully executed."
The framers of the Montana constitution erected the 
principle of the multiple executive and charged the 
governor with the responsibility of executiag and adminis­
tering the laws of the state. The authority for that 
execution was placed on the beads of the seven members 
of the exeoutlve department. These early Montanans 
believed that state services should be administered by 
boards and commissions. Some uo^rds were to be presided 
over by the elected members of the executive department. 
Other boards were to be appointed by the governor. As 
state functions Increased, there was a corresponding 
growth in the number of boards and ooooalsslons to admin­
ister these services.
A compilation of Montana boards and offices In 1953 
revealed a total of 135. As Dr. Boland H. Benne pointed
^^Kontana, Constitution, Article ?> Section 5.
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out, "The state administrative maohinery Is far from a 
simple structure and the chief executive or governor of 
this state has a difficult job working out a smoothly 
functioning and well-coordinated fciJminlstratlon.
Another study of the dovelopmi&nt and growth of state 
administration in Montane pointed out that there are 
numerous ex officio boards on which members of the execu­
tive department and specifically the governor serve. The 
nuuBber of these boards lias Increased as new services are 
added. In 1890 there were five ex officio boards; in 1953 
there were 14. In addition to ex officio boards, combina­
tion ex officio and appointive boards have increased from 
none in 1890 to 2? in 1953.^®
Two years before Governor Nutter took office, a 
House resolution of the 36th legislative assembly directed 
the study, the legislature pointed out that the governor 
is by constitutional mandate vested "with the supreme 
executive power in the state" but that the laws do not 
explicitly provide a means by which such bx^cutive author­
ity is to be asserted. Because of the independent nature
^^aoland E. Renne, üJOÛ, Administration
jQ£ ISfiUlSaBfiL# American Commonwealth Series, ed. w. Brooks 
Graves (New York: TViomas Y. Crowell Company, 1956)* P* 89,
^4)avid Smith, "An Outline of the JDevelopment and 
Growth of State Administration in ^iontana, I890-I953** 
(unpublished Master*s thesis, Montana State University, 
Missoula, 1953)» P*
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of many state agenoies» the governor was not required 
to play an active and interested role in the administration 
of the statu government. Therefore the legislature argued 
that a responsible executive branoh operating under a 
governor vested with adequate authority would strengthen 
the legislative branoh. This strengthening prooess would 
provide some insurance that legislative policies would 
be carried out and by freeing the legislature from oonoern 
with details that should be left to administrators. The 
legislature thought that because state government neces­
sarily oanters around the chief executive of the state, 
an analysis of the office of governor could provide a 
general critique of state government.
As early as 1941 a committee of the Montana Legisla­
tive Assembly analysed the executive grant of poweri
The Oovernor is vested with the supreme exe­
cutive power of the state and it Is his duty to 
see to it that the laws are faithfully executed, 
let, a nui^bor of departments, boards and oooœissions 
have little or no direct conneotion with the Oovernor, 
and in othtr instances, the lioaB of authority are 
not set up clearly. Even if the Governor had the 
authority with which he is nominally vested, it 
would be impossible for him to keep in touch with 
all the boards, commissions, and offices that at 
the present exist let alone supervise and coor­dinate their activities.29
This same committee decided that the four deterrents to
a strong executive in Montana are the long ballot, long
^*Beport of Joint Committee on State Governmental 
Organization," flpggq JOMUmtl jüm 22%h LagialfltlVtt 
Aflseablv düEâtfi. O t  KOBjfcflaa» 1941,  ̂. 399.
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overlapping terms of administrative officers nrltb no 
power of removal In the oblef executive, too muoh detail 
asalgned to the governor, and the lack of reaponee of 
executive agencies to gubernatorial leadership.
As recently as November, I962, the Montana Legisla­
tive Council recommended #
—  Increased gubernatorial authority over the 
executive branch by eliminating most elective adminis­
trative officials. "Most" would mean at least four of 
the seven elected positions would be eliminated.
— With such exceptions as the Board of Education, 
the governor should have powers of appointment over admlnls* 
tratlve department heads and governing bodies, subject 
to State Senate confirmation In most oases.
— A merit system which Incorporates some form of 
protection against political discharge of career employes.
— Elimination of the use of boards and comalsslons 
for administrative work so far as possible.
The Council admitted that since Montana was created 
there had been an increase In the scope and complexity of 
state government, but little thought had been given to 
the design and utility of the governmental structure that 
had gradually evolved. The potential gains of reor£,uaiza>
^ SXâûàfctlXfc RAmrpeMizatinn. A gsport to the Tbirty- 
Elghth Legislative Assembly by the Montana Legislative 
Council (Great Palls» Tribune Printing, ip62), p. 10.
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tmon of Hontona govommont, as seen by the Counoll, wore 
eoonomy, offloloooy, a goToraaont more raepooslbXa and 
rampons1va to the damires of tha paopla it sarvas, and 
tha strengthaning of tha state in the federal system. 
Therefore# tha CounoiX did not endorse change for 
c^mnges* sake# nor did it baXiave that suooassfuX re­
organisation moveaientm in other states are nacessariXy
31valid patterns for Montana to adopt.
These were soma of the probXeas facing Qovernor 
Nutter which were inherent in the Montana government 
system. Since X869# Montana governors had been pXagued 
by the limitatiens of office written into the constitution. 
Each governor was faced with an increase in duties in 
addition to the specific poXitioaX problems of their 
respective terms.
TO overcome some of these problème # Governor Nutter 
apparently thought it necessary to use the daily press 
to carry his fight for more power to the people. The 
px*eas could work in his favor or as a check on his politi- 
ouX aspirations.
31Ibid. # p. 9*
CHAPTEH IV
THE POLITICAL CLIMATE OP THE NUTTER REGIME
Donald G# Nutter announced his candidacy in the 
Republican party race for governor on January 21, I960, 
with a statement that he favored a healthy business 
olimate including economy in government, a broadened 
tax base, and fairness to all segments of Montana 
economy
His opponent for the republican nomination for 
governor, Wesley A* D'Ewart, ex-eastern district congress­
man from Wilsall and onetime assistant secretary of the 
interior, announced his candidacy on April 23, I960,
His platform included encouraging and promoting the wel­
fare of labor and industry, stopping unnecessary ex­
penditures, maintaining friendly and equitable relations 
with the federal agencies doing business with the state 
and promoting the growth and development of natural and 
recreational resources as a sound basis for the growth 
of Montana,
Nutter, 44, faced an opponent with experience and
32Great Palls Tribune^ January 21, I960,
^^Associated Press dispatch. Great Palls Tribune  ̂
April 23, I960,
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background in state politics. Nutter presented an image 
of boldness with his background as a B2h pilot with 62 
combat missions and as a state basketball referee for 13 
years. He was the image of a man in a hurry with his 
eagerness to announce his candidacy for the primaries 
some four months before his opponent.
On the Democratic primary election ticket were 
six candidates» Paul Cannon, Willard E. Fraser, Nike 
Kuchera, John M.Mickey, Merrill K. Riddick, and Jack 
Toole. The results of the primary election on June 7, 
i960, focused political attention in the state on Nutter 
and his opponcmt Paul Cannon, 62, retired Butte business* 
man and ex-lieutenant governor. Nutter had defeated 
Wesley D*Ewart by a vote of 33#099 to 32,536. Paul 
Cannon's nearest opponent. Jack Toole, received a vote of 
^0,537 to his vote of 44,690.^^
An editorial in the Daily Misaoulian on October 16, 
i960, "Strong Home Support for Nutter," commentedt
In the primary of last June 7, Nutter received 1,525 of the 3*076 Richland County votes oast for 
governor on both the Democratic and Republican 
tickets. In bis five elections to Congress,
Wesley A. D'Ewart always ran strong in Richland.
But in his bid for the governorship against the 
Sidney man, he was swamped in Bichland by a margin 
of 13 to 1. Even more surprising is that Nutter's 
total is 93 more than the combined primary strength 
of the six Democratic aspirants. Cannon, Fraser,
^Report of official canvass of the vote cast at 
the primary election June 7, I960, Montana Secretary of 
State.
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Kuob#ra, Mlokey, Rlddiok, and Toole.
Thus begeo m vigorous and decisive campaign by Donald O.
Mutter for the office of govemor of Montana. On the
other hand, Paul Cannon presented the image of a man of
inconsiatenoy and was aooused of being the "popgpim of
Montana politics.
In an editorial on October 2, i960, the Dailv
Mieeoulian endorsed Mutter for governor
on his merits, as well as because of the vacillating 
indeoi8iveness of his opponent. • • • The record 
of his opponent, Paul Cannon, is l^arren of oon- 
struotive proposals during his nearly eight years 
as lieutenant governor and three terms in the 
legislature from Silver Bow County. Could more 
be expected from him as governor? Nothing that he 
has said so far during the oampaign so indicates.
We believe that the dynamic, personable and 
persuasive former senator from Hichland County has 
both the determination and capacity to accomplish 
much along those lines. We doubt that Mr. Cannon 
possesses either the will or ability to even try.
We believe that Montana*s interests will be best 
served if energetic 43-year»old Donald Nutter be- 
comes our next governor.37
The Daily Missotilian ran an editorial broadcast from
radio station K0VO by president and general manager Dale
Hoore 00 October 16, I96O 1
He is not only more qualified, but perhaps more 
importantly, because he reflects a sincere interest
^^Editorial in the JMlX. aiaaQJttlAflfl» October 18, I96O. 
^^Editorial in the Havre Deilv News, April 7» I960. 
^^Editorial in the Daily lUgfiûuliiUl» October 2, i960.
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In th« people-— all of the people— and their problème 
In the state of Montana. He offers no panaoea, but 
Donald Hutter offers an approaob— a method of oeal* 
log with the problems facing Montana. His op­
ponent— Paul Cannon— has offered no approach, no 
method— and even a leek of real understanding of 
What the true problems are.^°
The editorial quoted the broadcast as having accused 
Cannon of being tied to special Interests and personal 
publicity, of being more Interested In personal feuds 
than questions, of being so small In stature as to criti­
cise the Incumbent governor for leaving the state to 
accompany his wife to the Mayo Clinic for surgery, and of 
refusing to discuss specific questions through the press, 
radio, and television.39
Nutter, a younger, more energetic and dynamic man, 
beat his opponent, an older, more hesitant and less 
certain man, by lb,000 votes. But with his election 
victory, he faced the particular problem of a Deaooratlo- 
ocntrolled state Senate and a Republican-controlled House 
of Representatives. In the 55-member Senate were 38 
Democrats and 17 Bepublloans and of the 94 representatives, 
53 were Republicans and 41 Democrats.
3%dltorlal broadcast from radio station KG VO, Missoula, 
by president and general manager Dale Moore in the Dailv 
Klamoullan. October 18, I960.
39ibid,
^Harry Hansen, Dae. 1261 World AXaonflQ â M  Book siL Pacts (76th ed. ), p. 134. See States of the U.S.A., 
Legislatures, Hem tana.
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Ao Indication of the measures whloh Hutter would 
call for and the ohangee which he wished to accomplish 
in the state was presented to the state legislature in 
his State of the State message on January 3, I96I, 
Inauguration day. Xn complying with a state constitua 
tional requirement that the governor inform the legisla­
ture of the condition of the state and then reooamend a 
program for the future conduct of state government, he 
laid a background of information and then called for 
specific action.
In calling for a fiscal retrenchment program with 
a reduction in the number of state employes, Hutter called 
to the attention of the legislators state financest
That your task as Senators and Representatives is 
difficult is evidenced by the fact that we have 
carried on a program of deficit spending since 
June 30, 19^9, On that date we had a surplus of 
$ 1 4 , 7 3 6 , in the General Fund. As of June 30, 
i960 we were in the red by approximately $4,981,000. 
By Juno 30, 1961, the end of this fiscal biennium, 
it is estimated we will have u General Fund deficit 
of $6,634,439. In twelve years we have overspent 
our income by more them twenty-one million dollars, 
not to mention levies imposed upon the taxpayers 
for repayment of special bond Issues. You and I 
must, and will, put an end to deficit spending.
To take the state out of the red. Governor Hutter called
for a $4.8 million state budget cut:
You will note that the aggregate of the budget 
Is $70,927,694. This represents a substantial
^^Donald 0. Hutter, "State of the State Message" 
(Delivered to the 37th legislative Assembly of Montana, 
Helena, January 3, 1961), p. 3«
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reduction in the $74,682,322 appropriation from the general fund by the 1959 legislature.42
In addition to certain budget cuts, the governor
called upon the legislature to broaden the tax base by
encouraging Montana businesses and industries to expand
into new areas, and by attracting outside industries into
the state.
To further limit state expenditures, Nutter called
for a two year moratorium on state building programst
During the past few years we have had under 
way, in one department or another, a building 
program of considerable magnitude. Many of these 
buildings were neoesoary; others were nice to have, 
but I believe It is time the Legislature assumed 
complété control over all State building programs.
I believe that in the interest of a more intelligent 
approach to our housing problem authorised buildings 
presently under construotion should be completed 
but a moratorium should be declared on all new 
building starts until a master plan for building 
construction, can be developed which will give 
consideration to real, not imagined ; necessary, 
and not desired, construction programs.43
In his list of recommendations in the field of
education. Governor Nutter said :
You will note a sharp cut in the budgets for 
the six units of the University system. The maximum 
student load at the six units has increased approxi­
mately 81# in the years 1951 through 1959. The 
per student appropriation in 1951 was $770.00s in 
1959 it was $1,673.00. While enrollments were 
increasing by ol#, appropriations to the six unite
p. ».
. p. 7.
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ware 317^ higher In 1959 then In 1951.^^
In addition, the governor's plans In eduoatlon Included :
The budget has provided salary increases as 
requested by the unit presidents. Such allocation 
of funds has been on the more realistic student- 
faculty ratios of 15 students to one faculty member 
at the School of Mines. 17 to 1 at the two large 
units: and a ratio of 20 to 1 at the other three 
schools. Buildings under construction will be 
completed but future building programs on each 
campus will be placed on a priority, based on real 
need and not desire.
One of the solutions of the deficit In the state
as proposed by the governor was to enact legislation
necessary to transfer certain departmental reserve funds
to the general fund to be used in retirement of the state
debt. He proposed to take the state out of the hall
insurance business and to transfer hail insuranoe reserve
funds to the state general fund because
today the justification of a tax-free state business 
which furnishes insurance at cost to a relatively 
small number of subscribers is questionable. Pri­
vate insurance companies provide hall coverage 
and if this is not satisfaotory in certain areas 
the federal orop insurance program offers some hail 
loss protection. . . .  If this fund is applied 
toward reduction of our indebtedness, no additional 
taxes will be needed under the budget as proposed.^
In hopes of becoming the chief executive in Montana
in fact as wall as in title, Oovernor Nutter pointed out
the report by the legislative Council on government
^^Ibid., pp. 13-14.
p. 14. 
46ibid., p. 16.
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reorganisation and called on the legislature to give hie 
control over state boards and commissions. He said that 
since sound governmental operations oan be achieved by 
placing authority where responsibility lies :
X» therefore, request you to enact legislation 
which will repeal all term appointments and provide 
that all persons on the state government payroll, 
except those appointed Iqr elective officers other 
than the Governor, tenure and longevity notwith­
standing. It is not my Intention to eliminate 
tenure and longevity, but I believe it desirable 
to provide for the removal of incompetent personnel 
without court action to determine if cause for the 
removal exists.^/
^7%bid., p. 19.
CHAPT£L V
THE IîESEA::CH
In «ny study of the press end the governor In a 
state, the researoh seems to fall Into three divisions—  
the ability of the press to act as a check on government, 
the ability of the press to report the activities of the 
government, end the ability of the governor to utilise 
the press to build public opinion*
In Montana the best ohroniole of gubernatorial 
activity is presented in the state’s Ik dailies. These 
papers range in circulation form l,9^b for the Dillon 
Qfltly Tribune to for the Great falls Tribune. tn
addition, the dailies include the Anenewda Etendard  ̂ the 
BlUiiMTfi ûMûtta» the sogaman fiaiLv fihmüjûlft» the
standard and Butte Drily Poat^^^ the Hamilton Daily 
Bavalli Renublioan^ the Havre Dailv News, the Helena
Be cord f the Kali spell Daily Inter JLaJUl, the
Dally lîfiKflit the .liyJLBgattta JEntaceclaa» the ,tu.aa 
illty. aiac# and the Kisaftttliaa and iàgnliaal.^^ a fifteenth
^ T h e  Mftwhana .standard and Butte Dailv Poet mere 
o%med by the Lse l^easpapere of Montana in I96I. The 
Montana Standard was published in trie morning and the 
Butta Daily Poet in the evening except Sunday.
^^Hontana State Press Association, Mawapaner pi rantorv 
and £ata Book (Montana State University, I96I), p. 8.
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newspaper, the Gleudlve Dally ohanged from a dally
to a semi-weekly on April 1, 1961, and was not Included 
in a consideration of the daily press.
In a study of Governor Huttsr^s relationship with 
the presa in Montana, the fourteen state dailies were 
examined for the period beginning December 1, I960, end 
ending January 31, 1962. This period of 14 months included 
more than a month of material published prior to Hutter*s 
inauguration on January 3, I96I, and a week following his 
death on January 25, 1962# The fourteen dailies were 
ohosen in the belief that they would furnish the most 
continuous and complete record of the governor*s term in 
office that was available in the state. A study of the 
weeklies was not included beoeuse the volume of work involved 
would provide a minimum of Information#
The research o i the 14 dailies included a day-by-day, 
page-by-page inventory of the stories, editorials, and 
photographs included In each paper which contained material 
on Governor Hutter# The purpose of the research was to 
develop a quantitative and qualitative conclusion concern­
ing the coverage given the governor by Montana dailies.
The quantitative rtudy includes etatlstlce on the amount 
of news, editorial, and picture space devoted to the 
governor during the 14-month period. The qualitative study 
is an evaluation of this space and ite favorable or un-
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favorable affect on tha Image whloh Oovar-io’" Nutter wiahaâ 
to prement to the Hontana voter.
In a quantitative analysla of the material on Governor 
Nutter, the column-inch» a standard space unit, !«its ueed.
The column-inch is a unit on® column wide and one inch deep 
and has been defined eg **a apaoe unit comr.on to @11 news­
papers and affords a fair methou by which to measure the 
amount— but not the content— of saterlal, However, 
oertain limitations in the use of the colunm-iooh as a 
standard for measurement have ceen notedi
CJtifortunately, however, the space unit has not 
been correctly applied in some studies which have 
assumed that the opinion-influenoing value of on 
item is a function of its length, % i s  asauaption 
leads to the conoluslon that a longer article IG 
per jsjn more effective than a shorter one, a con­
clusion which anyone who has ever served on e 
copy desk knows is not necessarily the case.51
Quantitative evaluations were made on both the news
and editorial levels includingt total stories and editorials,
total news and editorial copy, total headline space In news
and editorial coverage, photographic coverage, page one
stories, wire service stories, and whether the tone of the
story or editorial was favorable or imfavorahle to Governor
Nutter,
^^Kathan B, Blumberg, One gp»tv Press? ( Lincolni 
University of Nebraska Press, 195^)* P. 34.
^^rbid.
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In the statlstloal enalynle of both news and edito­
rials, the total article was measured as were articles not 
completed on one page but continued to another page. This 
measurement to the nearest half-inch included headlines 
and white space for each article. Then the news copy it­
self was measured to determine how much of the article was 
headline area when atatistica were compiled. Therefore a 
stoiy of 10 column-lnohea with eight column-inches of copy 
meant that two oolumn-inches were devoted to headlines.
The meaauzement of photographs included captions and 
outlines.
Every article in the fourteen dailies with any refer­
ence to Governor Nutter in the headlines or copy was in­
cluded in the statistics. There was no attempt to analyse 
the statistics minutely or to indicate what portion of 
the total inches referred specifically to Nutter or in­
cludes his name directly. The entire article was measured 
since there was no method of determining where the reader 
would Btop reading if the governor was mentioned in the 
headline and then only in the first paragraph.
Perhtips the most difficult single task in a qualita­
tive analysis of news and editorial coverage was the 
determination of the impression the material would have 
on the picture which the Montana citizen had of Governor 
Nutter. If an article was not definitely unfavorable toward 
the governor*8 personality or action, for the purposes of
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studying the interaotlon of government and the press, the 
article was regarded as favorable.
In the case of editorials, the lines of favor and 
disfavor toward the governor end his policy were more 
clearly drawn. Since editorials are vehicles of opinion, 
the reader is presented with a subjective view of govern­
ment and of the way in which the individual papers reacted• 
./hereos tho lines were not often so clearly diewn in news 
coverage, aiost editorials usually clearly favored or opposed 
Hutter. In determining what was favorable or unfavorable 
toward Nutter the purposes of this investigation were 
k'lpt in mind. Since the purpose of this research wae to 
dete:nine how well the press was functioning as a check on 
government, it was neoessary to decide the degree to which 
each paper used its prerogative to criticise. Therefore 
each article or editorial was judged either favorable or 
unfavorable in an evaluation of the governor and his action.
■âBfiQQPûfl a-tenflarü,
UûMM, ûL QaYttraor SiutJbar £ua& Dftoaaber X» IStâfir.TBTiuüry 1962
Total nawa etorlee,..9 
Front page newe atorlea..,4 
Total inches.•*67 
News copy Inohaa. • .̂ 9ir 
Headline inohea...14%
Photo coverage...l photograph, 3 inohea 
Wire Service Stories...0 
Favorable atories...9 
unfavorable stories...0
UsL BdltttfiBl QQYftraga a1 floYjaraQr Mttar 
The AnaQQoda Standard with a total paid circulation 
of 4,274, in 1961, serves some 12,054 persona in Anaconda 
with local news c o v e r a g e . T h i s  paper is published five 
mornings a week except Tuesday and Sunday and is cir­
culated to Anaconda citizens as an insert in the Butte 
Montana Standard. Hie AnaOQadfl 5taaderd does not subscribe 
to either of the wire services since the Butte Montana 
standard furnishes news outside Anaconda.
^^Montana State Press Association, Kswmpaner Pirector^y 
and 5ato Book (Montana State University, I961), p. 8.
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During the l^aonth period studied, the standard 
published nine stories pertaining to Oovernor Hutter, 
five of which ran on March 1, 15, 17, 22, and 23# These 
nine stories all pertained to news of the governor oon* 
neotlng him with the Anaoonda area such as* "Governor 
Lists Anaoonda Eligible for/Federal Projects to Up Em­
ployment, " "Governor Urges/Optlmlsm for/Puture of State,** 
**Oovernor Hutter Has/ Proclaimed Oct, 1-6/Business 
Women *8 Week," and "Jamboree Hopes/He lay ed to/Govemor 
Nutter," Hone of the nine stories presented an unfavorable 
Impression of the governor.
Billiagg Qagttttfl
B u m  aaiaiaga at ûa»ftmfir Bitter tnem Deeember 1# ISéûr 
Jaauarjg Bl. 1362
Total news etorlea...218
Front paga nows 0torlea...77
Total Inobos.••2,950
Naws copy Imhaa • • 1,928
HaadXiaa inohaa..#734
Photo oovaraga.••15 photographs, 286 Inohes 
Wlra S a m o a  Stories. •• 48 (ÜPI), 133 <AP)
Favorable stories...182 
Uzifavorabla stories. • .36
Sdltarlal leverage
Total editorials...7 
Total editorial inohes...70 
Editorial copy inohes...63 
Editorial headline inohes...7 
Favorable editorials...4 
UbfavorabXe editorials...3
The aillinya Qasetfcaythe Montana daily with the
53second largest total paid oiroulation in 1961,'̂"̂ ranked 
fourth among the fourteen papers in the number of stories
p. 6.
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on Governor Nutter as imll as the total news inohes. The 
Qagatte depended for & large part of its coverage of the 
governor on releases from the two wire servioes. Much of 
the interest of the Billinga Gazette in state government 
was related to comments on Eastern Montana College and 
industry in Billings. The Gazette»s coverage of Nutter*s 
views on education and on the education budget was 
especially extensive. As early as January 9, 1961» the 
Qazafcte ran the article» "Nutter Takes No St^nd on £KC£»** 
which set the stage for more complete coverage of Nutter's 
ideas on education.
In June the Gazette began a five-part series on the 
Nutter-Henne feud which included two articles favorable 
toward Nutter and two favorable toward Eenne. The titles 
of two of the articles in this series were# "Nutter-Hmane 
Feud Felt/On-Off *Big K* Campus" and "MSC Students Say:
*Senna's Straight Shooter.*"
News stories in the Gazette not emanating from the 
wire services were a coverage of Nutter's visits to the 
city for talks end meetings. One story from Billings was 
"Nutter Outlines Plans for Conduct of Governorship* on 
December 1» 1961» in which Nutter said» "I may be governor 
for only four years but by the time I'm out» people are 
going to know I've been up there."
A story from Billings on January 4» " illings Mayor/ 
Praises Nutter" said» "Mayor Clavadetscher» a Democrat»
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termed the Republican governor*» meseage as *what people 
have been malting for.* . . . If the leglelature will
go along With him, he*11 have the state in good shape in 
two years.*" Another story from BillInga "Oovernor De­
clines/^ ta testent on KKCS* which ran on January 24 said that 
"Gov. Hutter said Monday night he would make no cosB&ent 
regarding a 4-year liberal arts piogram at EMC until a 
governors* committee studies the state university system." 
The Qazattm oovered the governor*» speech to the Billings 
Fî-ess Club with the story on March 9 *%ovemor Raps/Demos, 
•Folitios*** which said
State Democrats, Dr. H.R. Henna, and "petty 
politics" came in for some strong criticism from 
Oov. Hutter at the Billings Press Club Wednesday 
night. • • • Oov. Nutter attacked the Democrats in 
tha state senate as representatives of "special 
interests," not of the"people who elected them."
. . .  Nutter said frankly, "I hope sincerely some 
changes are wade in the state senate next year."
One-third of the Qaaatta*a news coverage of the
governor was on the front page. Thirty-six of a total of
216 news stories in the Qagethe were unfavorable toward
the governor.
The editorial coverage of the governor
and state government was almost evenly divided in its
praise and blame. Of a total of seven editorials over the
14 months, four %#ere favorable and three were unfavorable.
Whereas the Gaaatta was fourth in the quantity of stories
and in total news inohes among the daily papers in news
3̂
coverage» it was fifth in the number of editorials end 
total editorial inches.
Editorial coverage beg^n on December 18 with "It's 
a Tough Job» Governor" which said
Yes* Gov. Nutter has his task cut out for 
him. Be can't do it alone. He is going to need 
help frmi department heads» both appointive and 
elective. He is going to need help fro a the Legis­
lature.
He ie also going to neod help from the people 
of Montana» the voters who gave him one of the 
largest majorities reoeived by a Treasure State 
governor in many years.
% e  January 5 editorial» "Oov. Nutter Submits His
Program»** said
Xn tackling the problems of efficiency and 
sound fiscal management in state government» Gov. 
Nutter ^ms already shown himself dedicated to 
principle ahead of expediencies of politics.
Although his proposals to iucroase salaries 
of state employes will find favor with many» the 
reduction of personnel in the interest of efficiency 
will find opponents with all on whom the axe may 
fall.
Tappii^ surplus funds to pay off state debts 
seems logical» but the units which have built up 
the reserves by good management nay object. A 
two-year moratorium on starting new buildings will 
disappoint those who are looking fo? new and more 
spacious quarters. Nor will a reduction in funds 
for equipment of all types be popular.
But Oov. Nutter has a strong aigument in 
advocating repeal of term appointments of those 
on the state payroll except appointees named by 
elective officers other than the governor. In 
his address to the legislature he pointed out that 
since the governor is responsible for the operation 
of the various departasents » his hands are tied 
without authority to control them through the boards 
or ooannlttoas.
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The mein objection to giving the governor a 
free rein Is that there Is no third party such 
as a court of justice to hear the removed employe's 
defense against a chief executive's claim of In­
efficiency. For that reason the Legislature will 
be reluctant to grant such sweeping authority. . . •
In advising deferment of authority to raise 
county mlliage limits until after the reclassi­
fication and re-appralsal program Is completed, 
the governor showed good judgment because the tax 
base may be raised by the new values and a higher 
levy celling would not be necessary,
Oov. Nutter cannot be accused of avoiding 
issues and dealing In generalities. He has pro­
posed a legislative program of wide soope, and the 
House and Senate members will find much In it to 
consider for enactment In the next 60 days.
In the editorial, **Nutter Aims to Cut the Frosting,**
which ran on January 2?, the Gazette criticised Nutter for
action which he threatened against Eastern Montana College
In Billings. The editorial saldi
It Is unfortunate, however, that the proposal 
to allow Eastern Montana College to grant a 
liberal arts degree Is being challenged on the 
claim that It will add to the cost of operating 
the university system. Those who advance the 
argument are unaware of or would rather ignore 
the fact that subjects required for a liberal 
arts degree are already being taught at Eastern 
In Its four-year courses.
Thus, granting a liberal arts degree here, 
largely a matter of terminology, definitely would 
not be a "frosting** function. Even though Eastern's 
budget may be trimmed along with those of other 
units of the university system, and It Is forced 
to get along with less, the school should have 
the right to grant this degree.
Tlie Gazette ran a second unfavorable editorial on 
the governor on April 16 with the headline **3-Year Con-
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traots Provide Incentive»** The editorial saidt
Gov. Nutter's claim that the Board of Regents 
has surrendered control of the greater University 
units by giving the presidents 3-year contracts is 
debatable and we hope in error.
Ap^rontly the governor assumes th<̂ t with 
extended contracts in their pockets assuring tenure 
of üt least three years, the heads of different 
units In the University system will act without 
regard for the desires of the regents.
This, we don't think will happen. Moreover 
with the security of the extended tenure, we might 
expect better performance from the institution 
presidents, their attention centered upon their 
jobs rather than looking elsewhere for one that 
has u more certain future.
Ihe presidents huve been with their schools 
long enough to enable the regents and the governor 
to appraise their abilities and to decide whether 
they should be retained. If one of them is not 
doing his job satisfactorily, the time to act was 
when the contract issue was raised the other day 
rather than postponing the question for even a year.
The governor is right in his statement that the 
regents must keep control particularly in this 
period when adjustments are being made to keep the 
unit operations in line with income. We think that 
with the incentive of 3-year contracts administra­
tors will do their best to make these changes and 
to maintain as well as possible a high standard 
of service. If they drag their feet in carrying 
out these policies, they should be censured. But 
firnt give them a chance.
The Gazette ran the editorial, "They Ought to See 
Billings," on June 25 which was mildly critical of the 
gover*nor for not including Billings in a tour of the 
state which he had proposed for w group of bankers and 
investors. The Gazette solicited support for Nutter's
h6
plan to draw new industry into the state with the editorial, 
"Many States Vie for Hew Industries»** which ran on July 12. 
The final nagmtt# editorial on the governor was written 
on January 28 after his death.
Hone of the aillin^a Gazette*b editorials on the 
governor was analytical of the man or of his policies 
in an over-all view of state government. Most of them 
dealt with specific problems oonoemlng the Billings area.
aozaaan QSill3L ChrQalGlU 
Nflwa oQveraga a t  Oo^ernor Kiittar from Deoemban 1.
196Q**Janufljry 11» 13èZ 
lùtwl news stories**•14^
Frcmt psge news stories*«*89 
Total inches* * *1,481&
News copy inohee.* *1,165&
Headline Incbee* *.26?
Photo Goveragge***3 photographs, 49 inches 
Wire Service Stories***124 (AP)
Favorable stories***115 
ünfevoreblo stories***29
S&itttCiiüL aoaarfiigft 
Total editorials***3 
Total editorial inches**.28&
Editorial copy inches.**24 
Editorial headline inches***4^
Favorable edltorlals * * * 2 
unfavorable editorials•* * 1
The Boganan Daily Chroniola^ With a total paid circu­
lation of 5,004 in 1961,^^ ranked sixth among Montana
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âallles as to quantity of nows oovorage of the governor. 
News coverage wee almost exclusively favorable to the 
governor with little or no criticism. Almost eighty 
per cent of the 144 stories on the governor was favorable* 
Topics of stme of the unfavorable stories were# "^Trouble 
Indicated for Hotter*e Economy Drive Plan»** "Nutter*s 
Educational ietrenohment/Plan Under Fire from Board of 
i&egents»" "Nutter Budget/ Slashes Under/More Fire»" 
"Mutter Privately/Spanking College/Heads Says Daniel#," 
and "Heart T o m  Out of/Nutter Fiscal Plan. "
Some of the stories originating with the Bozeman 
newspaper were# "'I'm Not Interested In/Hamstringing 
Kduoation,'/Nutter Tells Group Here;" "BJuoation Changes/ 
Desired by Nutter#" "MSC Staff»/Gov. Nutter/Meet Here#* 
and "Students Bib/Nutter Over/UN Stand."
As the home of Montana State College and Boland 
H. Henna» Its president, the Bozeman newspaper made no 
comment other than wire service news on the controversy 
between the governor and Renne. Over half of the total 
news stories in the Chi^onicla on the governor were on 
page one#
For the l4-month period studied» the Chropiala ran 
three editorials which pertained to the governor. The 
first one on January 22» I96I» "As We See It»" said that
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oitlS9Q8 In the etate should not becose "too excited 
about budget cute because the legislature has the final 
say.** This editorial cited the “real need for economy 
in this state. **
The Chronicle*a unfavorable editorial on the governor 
was from the Butte Montana standard and ran on May 10.
This editorial “Nutter and lonnoa May the People ~est** 
said I
What has been achieved by their wrangling? What*s 
gained by the pull-and-haul in public? It seems 
unthinkable that a public controversy of this 
temper should go on and on. Schools can be too 
easily hurt.
The third editorial on the governor was written after his 
death.
The Chronicla*» editorial coverage of the governor 
did not seem adequate for a town the size and in the 
position of Bozeman In the spectrum of events surrounding 
the governor. It seems significant that the unfavorable 
editorial on the governor was from another daily newspaper 
in the state which included Renne in the scope of its 
criticism. Henne was one of Nutter's most vociferous 
critics in the state on his budget cuts. The Chronicle 
covered the interaction between Nutter end Renne with a 
story on April 26 from the Associated Press in Billings 
“Nutter-Henne/^Battle Lines'/Being Drawn.“ A story from 
the Associated Press in Helena “Gov. Nutter levels/Salvo 
at Dr. Renne** ran on May 1. The last story “Nutter,
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Renne/ID Conferenoes/*Ko Comment*" from the Associated 
Press in Helena ran in the Chronicle on May 5 with no 
ooament.
Dillon fia tig Trliiuim
mm ooYpiwe of ?Tu,tf.to£ X£sm. L-:;üamügi: 1#
lâ OrrJaaiiBar 31# 23èZ
Total new9 etortee...6 
Front p»£0 nowa etorlea...6 
Total Inohae...61 
New» oopy Inches.••36^
Headline inches...6
Photo coverage...6 photographs, 186 inches 
Wire Ser-vloe Stories...0 
Favorable stories...6 
Unfavorable stories...0
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It does not seem surprising that the Montana daily 
with the least CirGulation,^^ the Dillon Daily Trlbuna^ 
should carry the least amount of news on the governor 
and on state government. The Daily Tribune is not served 
by either of the wire services and limits its coverage 
to local Dillon news. In the 14-month period the Tribune 
ran six stories on the governor with 61 total oolumn- 
inches. Five of the six were concerned with gubernatorial
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action which had a direct bearing on Dillon or on Beaver­
head County. The five stories werei •Governor Mutter/
Will Talk at/Vlgilante Meet," •Governor to Address Meet­
ing at 2il5/In HS Auditorium— Electric/Fair in Vigilante 
Bldg,— Other Highlights," "Our Governor Is/Speaker at 
Boys/State on Friday," •Congressmen and Governor Coming 
to Dam Ceremony," and "Gov. Mutter Names/Stanley Davison 
to/Scbool Committee.• The sixth story was a report of 
the governor*B death. All of the six storios wore favorable 
to the governor#
There was no editorial coverage in the Dillon daily 
of the governor.
Greet Pell# 2i;:lLitAaa
Mam stt QftYacaoî  Ku.fcfcmf, fcam Mftssaam£ 1» 1266"
iXmnuary 31, 1261
Total news etorles...244 
Front page news stories...60 
Total inches.••3»46?
News copy inches...2,224i 
Headline inch##...673i
Photo coverage...26 photographs, 58? inches 
Wire Service Stories...7^ (UPI), 117 (AP)
Favorable stories...213 
Unfavorable stories...31
Mltag.im.1 ttQjr.Q.f§gc
Total editorials.•.6 
Total editorial inches...68 
Editorial oopy inches...55 
Editorial headline inches...13 
Favorable editorials.•.6 
Unfavorable editorials...0
The Great Palls Tribune has the largest total paid 
circulation of any daily newspaper in Montana. As the 
main sowoe of news for some b2,203 subscribers,^^ the
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volume of news oovorago 1» tbo Tribune ranked third 
behind the Helene ladgMadwat .«ftQOrfl end the. Ktaaottllaa 
and Mleeoula Sentinel. Of the news coverage on Nutter 
in this dally, about 60 per cent was from wire eervloe 
eouroes with per oent of the total news coverage run­
ning on the front page.
Most of the Tribune*g coverage of the governor not 
provided by the wire services was from the Tribune*e 
oapltol bureau reporter luke Wright. Wright predicted on 
December 6, I960, that the Nutter regime would not resemble 
the Aronson administration which had been in charge of 
state government for the past eight years. Most of the 
information which Wright furnished to readers through 
the 3^ibuna was not critical of the governor. The head­
lines on his articles helped to build the impression of 
the governor as a strong, willful man trying to put his 
ideas through the legislature. A January 17, I96I, article 
with the headline, "Nutter Hemalns Pirm/On New Building 
starts,** introduced the story with the lead paragraph)
Qov. Nutter*s proposed moratorium on new state 
building starts still was intact Monday at the 
conclusion of his first session as chairman of the 
State Board of Education, but he must have con­
cluded the pressure against holding the line until 
a long range plan can be put into effect was greater 
than ever he anticipated when he delivered his 
inaugural address a couple of weeks ago.
Two days later, a Tribune article by Luke Wright,
"Nutter Holds Top Aoe/m Blocking Building," ran as did
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6ubs«qu<mt artlolee on February 6, "Gov# Natter Shatters/ 
Appointment Tradition," and on March I, "Nutter Veto/ 
Interest#/Attorneys#" la a March 9 story by Xm \c9 Wright 
he said that a "background of friction okistod between 
the 1961 Legislature and Gov# Nutter#** The headline was 
"Ocvemor*# Defiance of Tradition/Takes Courage, Wright 
Telia kotarlens#"
There was no coverage by the Tribuna except through 
the wire services of the Great Palls Young Democrats Club's 
pledge to investigate the effects of the "aepublioan- 
blamed budgetary cute in the state's university system."
The Tribune ran an Associated Press story "Young Demos to 
Probe/Nutter's Budget Cuts" on September 1#
When Governor Nutter refused to endorse United Nations 
Day in Montana in October, the chairman of the Montana 
Young Democrats who lived in Great Palls said, "Gov#
Nutter contradicts himself and his current statement that 
he is not anti«*United Nations will deceive nobody, includ­
ing his radical supporters in the John Birch Society#"
The Tribuna ran a story with the headline "Engles, Gabriel 
Speak/On Nutter's U#N# Stand" on October 21 which originated 
in Great Palls#
The remainder of the Tribune*» news coverage ou the 
Governor which was not from the wire services or from 
Luke Wright was of Nutter's action i^ioh directly affected
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the people of Great Falls such as visits to the city or 
the appointment of looal oltisens to state jobs. The 
Tribtniftta photography ooverage of the governor was 
seoond in the daily papers to that of the Helena inAananA-. 
miJk Hm q o x jBL*
In the 14-month period of Nutter's offloe there 
were six editorials on the governor in the Tribune. Before 
the governor took office the Tri buna ran a guest editorial 
frœa the Dailv Miaaouiian "Nutter Says Montana/Must Stay 
in Budget" which said that "Govemor-eleot Donald Nutter 
indicated he expects the 1961 legislature to accomplieh 
the ^monumental* task of wiping out the $6.6 million debt 
in the state*8 general fund."
On January 4 the Tribune ran the editorial "A Time 
Comas for Eeekoningf/Oov. Nutter Says It's Nowf" which 
said of the governor's State of the State messagei "We 
fully agree, however, with the basic objective which is 
to put Montana's financial house in order. And we believe 
his proposal to do this without increasing the over-all 
tax burden will have the support of a majority of Montana's 
citizens.” "Many Legal Factors Umit/Covemor's Spending 
Control" ran on January 6 and listed the restrictions 
which Nutter had to face in trying to put his campaign 
promises and hopes into practice.
A February 5 editorial "Gov. Nutter's Proposals Have/
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Spotlighted Sound Hoonoay** saidi
In the feoe of muoh orltiolsa and aany oriee of 
anguish from agencies fearing the pruning knife, 
the governor has held firm in his position that 
considerable savings can be made without harm to 
essential servloes involved#
Credit is due to the governor for presenting 
a program geared for oorrective action toward sound 
economy in our state government, and for being 
willing to fight for it# This is heartening to 
the suUTferlng citiaenry of a debt-ridden ooamson- wealth.
The last editorial that the Tribune ran on Governor 
Nutter before his death was "Governor Nutter Urges Indian/ 
Work Projects— Not Handouts** on August 17. The editorial 
quoted Nutter as charging "conference delegates with the 
responsibility of seeking out additional industrial develop­
ment and more jobs for Indians on or near the reserva­
tions#" The last paragraph said, "Development of work 
opportunities is certainly a more desirable objective 
than handouts or a permanent dole# We agree with Gov#
Nutter that more emphasis should be put on employment pro­
jects for Indians, both on and off the reservations."
Both in news and editorial coverage the Tribune was 
favorable in its comment on the governor. Editorial 
coverage was entirely favorable with all of the six total 
editorials offering no criticism of the governor# More 
than 85 per cent of the Tribune•a nows coverage of the 
governor was favorable with headlines emphasizing the
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strength anâ determination of the governor to eliminate 
what he termed waste spending and to put g o v e m m ^ t  
finances on a sound footing*
Hamilton Daily M v a H i
M jul fittTfragfl s L  itoYfinaar iSu-ttei: îussl 1, lââfir
Jflauary XL» 1262
Total nows stories...10 
Front page news stories...10 
Total inohes...95 
Hews copy inches...
Headline inches...20^
Photo coverage...^ photographs, 46& inches 
Wire Service Stories...0 
Favorable stories...10 
Unfavorable stories...0
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The circalation of the Hamilton daily was 2,114 in 
1961.^^ The Daily Havelll Renubltcan was printed Monday 
through Friday dnrii^ the period studied to oerve Ravalli 
County. Of the three small dallies In the state, the 
Daily Ravalli Hanublloan had more stories on the goveivior 
than the Anaconda or Dillon dailies. The H&imllton daily 
had a total of 10 stories which covered such topics as : 
"Governor*s Budget $4 Million lass Than/*59 Appropriations; 
Department Cuts;" "Governor Urges/CD Education;" "Nutter
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Coonaenâs riahab Prograa/Por Industrially Hurt; Funds Moved ; 
"Nutter Proves Himself Hugged Individualist, Plrm on 
Berlin* " Hone of the mXlÿ. lifeXfilU Henuhlioan'a ooverage 
of the governor was oritloal of state administration*
The Henubiiftstt does not receive stories from either of 
the wire servloes#
The RnniibiiniaM does Carry smoe editorial coverage, 
but did not have any editorial ooverage of the governor* 
Host of the editorials during the l4-month period dealt 
with looal matters*
üaxcBi Dally Jaamm
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Total news otorlaa...84 
Front page news stories...U6 
Total Inohes.•.l«035l 
News oopy Inohes...706 
Headline inches...196
Photo ooverage...12 photographs, 133i inches 
Wire Service Stories...74 (AP)
Favorable stories...73 
Unfavorable stories...11
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Total editorials..«7 
Total editorial inches...llOè 
Editorial copy inches...105 
Editorial headline inohes...5i 
Favorable editorials...7 
Unfavorable editorials.•.0
Among the 14 dailies included in this research, the 
Havre Daily News with a 1961 circulation of 4,597^® ranked
58Ibid., p. 6.
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ninth in the volwae of news ooverage with a total of 84 
stories with I»035è inches. Over half of the news coverage 
ran on the front page. Ten of the stories on the governor 
were not from the Associated Press. Over 80 per cent of 
the news ooverage was favorable to the governor. Some of 
the headlines of unfavorable stories were # "House Demo 
leader Says That He/Will Fight Gov.*s Proposal of/Trans­
ferring Hall Fund Reserves ;" "Regents Show/Klxed Emotions/ 
To Gov.*8 Claim#" "Durkee Raps Statements of Governor#" 
and "Gov. Critioized/for Refusing to/Proolalm UN Day."
When Governor Nutter called for economy cuts In 
Montana*8 education system in his State of the State 
message in January, some persons in Montana and especially 
Havre residents suspected that Nutter was oonsiderix% 
closing Nor t h e m  Montana College. Students at Northern 
Montana College oallod a strike to protest the governor*s 
plans to out the university system budget. Dr. L. 0. 
Brockman, president of Northern, was critical of the 
governor’s program. In a statement to the Associated 
Press in Havre that appeared in the Dailv Miasoulian and 
other daily newspapers in the state, but not in the Havre 
Dally üucg., Brockman said, "Critical curtailment of the 
Northern Montana College educational program, staff, and 
services is implied in the recommended university system 
biennium budget of the state executive branch to the
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legislature. ** He said that the proposed outs would 
**8erlously handicap** regional teacher éducation and pre­
professional functions and the statewide vocational- 
technical training responsibilities of the Havre college. 
There was no local ooverage by the Havre dally newspaper 
of this controversy or of the effects which Nutter's 
program would have on the unit of the University system 
there.
ThtB Havre Itetlv News ranked with the lling» Gazette 
and the Mao.taaa standard and Butte Daily Post with seven 
editorials during the 14-month period. In total Inohes 
Included in editorials» the Daily News had more editorial 
comment on the governor than either of the other two papers.
The first editorial on the governor "Governor Nutter 
Presented Hard-Hlttlng/Programs to State legislature** was 
from the Phillips County News and ran on January 6» 1961.
It said I
We feel that our new governor made It plain 
what he thinks the new legislature should accomplis} 
this session. It Is to be hoped that they will 
recognise their responsibility and do something 
about It.
A guest editorial from the lawiatown Dally News» "At long 
Last I»** ran on January 9 which praised the governor's 
State of the State message. A seoond guest editorial from 
the lewis town dally» **The Crime of 'Sectional Pressure»'** 
which ran on February 2 in the Dailv News said» **We think 
the governor has come up with the right answers In solving
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the problems that face our antiquated and ouabersome 
university system.* The Havre daily newspaper ran an 
editorial the next day, "Not Sectional Pressure But an/ 
Interest in Education," which quoted a letter from the 
governor who defended hie program for economy in education 
with the statement that he wanted "to test economy measures.'
An editorial on February I5, "Let's Get That Secondary 
Financing said, "Nutter thinks that a lack of capitol by 
state financial institutions is the reason for the state 
being hampered concerning industrial expansion." This 
editorial explained that the governor would personally 
go to get financial assistance in the country's leading 
financial centers. In the editorial "Source of Satis­
faction For Us as Well/As for the Governor" which ran on 
Kerch 16, the Havre Dailv News said that the governor 
should find satisfaction in the aco(*Bpl1chments of the 
state legislature "in the furtherance of the points in 
his program." The editorial explained that
If the legislature had not taken to heart 
the beliefs of the governor that we could 
have government at less cost, Montanans would have 
in about one year found themselves up the creek 
of heavy spending without a paddle. That would 
have meant that the favorable business climate we 
are trying to develop to attract new industry would 
have turned very frosty. . . .  Gov. Nutter can find 
much satisfaction in that at least a good step has 
been made in the direction of operating state govern­
ment within one's means. We feel pretty good about 
that.
The final editorial in the Havre Daily News before
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the governor*8 death was **A Step in the Bight Direotlon** 
which ran on August 29. The editorial said that Governor 
Nutter was deserving of a pat on the back for *the look-see 
trip by midwest financiers** and that even If new Industry 
did not develop that "Gov. Nutter should be credited for 
slnoere effort end the respeot he has won."
All of the.seven editorials on the governor were 
favorable. Three of the editorials were furnished by 
other papers In the state. Kone of the editorials were 
specifically written on the governor’s action as It would 
affect Northern Montana College. One of the guest edito­
rials endorsed the goveinor’s "answers In solving the 
probleiDS that face our antiquated and cumbersome univer­
sity system." Another of the Havre newspaper’s editorials 
defended the governor's economy program as being done In 
the "Interest of education.** There was no relation of the 
governor’s action with Northern Montana College.
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Front page news stories,•.179 
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Photo coverage.,.50 photographe, 775 inches 
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The M e m A »  with a circulation of
7,902,^9 serves tana's capital city. It is also the
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center of Aseoclateâ î^eee an€ United Preer International 
coverage of the etate. The Helena Sally ranked first 
among dallies in the total amount of news coverage of 
the governor. The ranked second behind
the Deily FAB^oullati in total new® storios, but it printed 
a total of 4^261 col*mn-inohe® of news compared with the 
Kl^aoi^lian*a 3,51^ coluxan-inohee. The Indopoîilant 
led state daily newspapers in photography ooverage with 
50 photograph® with 775 column-lnoh as. Most news of 
State gov®T*nment originator in Helena so 41 stories had 
a credit lino from the wire services. Over 80 per cent 
Of the news coverage was favorable to the governor and 
his program.
The Helena independent „îj|,Qftgd wa® seoond in the 
quantity of editorial coverage after the Daily Kiasonlian. 
The Inij&tmndent aaflag.ll 61d have six more editorials than 
the daily newspapers In Billings, Butte, and Havre which 
bad the third highest number of editorials.
The IflAmmidaÜ# mmdtrn first editorial on Governor 
Nutter was *Meant What He Said* from tb« silling Gazette 
that ran on Z^oember 6 and said that the governor would 
follow through on oampeign promisee to cut state expenses. 
The January 3 editorial «Governor Nutter *s Program*» was 
a review of the State of the State message explaining the 
governor * s recommandations to the legislature. The 
January 5 Independent Heoord editorial *»Baok to Free
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Enterprise'* said that the governor had gone farther In 
hia recommandatlons than did the legislative oouncil 
and that "We think that Gov* Nutter has espoused a 
sound program." Ihe January 6 editorial "It's Time 
to Tighten Belts" from station KOOK in Billings voiced 
approval for the State of the State message and the 
governor's fieoal plans. "Governor Nutter's Program" 
which ran on January 29 applauded his economy outs.
The editorial on February 2 " % e  University's 
Academic Standing" said that "Gov. Nutter reported himself 
after interviewing the agitated gentlemen that all have 
admitted their institutions are not operated on a 100 
per cent efficiency basis and that there is room for 
improvement in each case."
The Indépendant iaoord'a unfavorable coverage of 
the governor in editorials was limited to a guest editorial 
from the Mentana Kaimin "Nutter's Interesting Confusion." 
This editorial that ran on May 6 said*
Donald G. Nutter has charged that the Board 
of Regents has abdicated its authority over 
Montana's University system by allowing the unit 
presidents to set their own contract terms.
That is to say the Board of Begants has 
asked the unit presidents how long they want their 
contracts to runs one, two or three years. This 
"abdication of powers" disturbed Gov. Nutter so 
much that after the vote was taken in favor of the 
extended-tenure option he relinquished the chairman's 
seat and left the room without adjourning the meeting.
Nutter termed this move of  ̂eking the president*, 
how long they wished to make their contracts
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**unpreo«â«Qteâ and IXl-advisad. *
Just prior to adopting the axtended-tenure 
option the board approved a |500«a»year salary 
Increase for each of the presidents.
This sets the stage for interesting confusion. 
Nutter Mill give each president a $500 raise, but 
he doesn*t want to offer them a two or three year 
contract.
Two things are suggested. The first is that 
one president Is not In the governor's favor. 
However, this Is the wrong time to do any firing 
since public opinion behind the university system's 
cause is rather strong and Nutter's whole program 
is so controversial that It would be impossible to 
accomplish such a move without rendering permanent 
damage to the remainder of his term and to his 
political career.
The second possibility is that Nutter doesn't 
like the way each university is run. By limiting 
terms to one year (or less?} Nutter could wield 
more power over the units by making each president 
answer to him more often.
The biggest sigh of relief over Nutter's 
defeat probi^bly could have come from students them- 
selves who had visions of classes of 70 or 60 
(of which there are now a few) and nightmares of a 
seoond rate education.
The sigh could have come because it is now 
apparent that not everybody believes we literally 
burn taxpayer dollars in ohem labs and spend study 
hours bowling on imiversity alleys. What's more 
Important is the discovery that there are persons 
in the higher echelons of Montana government who 
not only do not believe this, but also have the guts 
to stand up for what they do believe before a 
governor who is so strongly dedicated to balance 
the budget even at the expense of Montana's future 
generations.
The remainder of Indepandawt Record editorials were: 
•That Proposed Farm Bill#• •Wisconsin Likes Nutter#" "The 
Bishop and the Governor# • and *X}ovemor Nutter Gets an
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Ally. ** These editorials were favorable toward the governor. 
The last editorial was written after the governor's 
death.
Kallapell Dellv Iritar lak&
JKama At Qaiafpoi: £nm. Bacamüax 1. lâàfir
January 31» 1S6Z
Total news stories*•»102 
Front page news stories.*.46 
Total Inches*•*l»56l 
News copy Inches.*.1,193 
Headline inches..*334^
Photo coverage...^ photographs, 31& Inohes 
Wire Service Stories...91 (UPI)
Favorable stories...86 
unfavorable stories...16
Mltnclal 
Total editorials...5 
Total editorial Inches...31 
Editorial copy Inohes...44 
Editorial headline inches...7 
Favorable editorials...3 
Unfavorable editorials...0
The Kalispell Dally Inter lake had a circulation of 
6,200 in 1961.^^ The Dally Inter taka ranked eighth in
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total nows stories on the governor, but It ranted sixth 
In total oolumn-inohee of news coverage. less than half 
of the news stories were on page one and 11 of the stories 
did not coae from wire servioe releases. The nailv Inter 
nows coverage was almost 80 per cent favorable 
toward the governor. Stories originating in Kalispell 
included t "Mew Chair Ilft/To Be Dadioated/uy Don Mutter i** 
"Letter Prom Mutters** "Mutter Warns/Against Pitfallsf* 
and •Murphy Eaps MacDonald for/Jabbing at Governor Nutter. * 
The Dally Inter l^ica ranked seventh in the quantity 
of editorial coverage on the governor with five editorials 
and a total of 51 column-inches. All five editorials 
were favorable. Editorial coverage began on January 25 
with "Nutter*8 Budget Headache" which said, "That*s 
Nutter's quandry. He's trying to keep the state from 
going broke. He thinks he can prevent it by cutting 
budgets. And when budgets are cut it's generally fine 
with everyone unless the axe falls on your department or 
job."
The editorial "Custodial School Cuts" which ran on 
February 7 saidt
Most thinking citizens believe Gov. Nutter's 
effort to balance the budget is commendable. He 
has encountered stiff opposition in soma areas for 
using the priming shears but when curtailment is 
necessary whether it is in government, in business, 
or in the home, someone has to feel tre pinch.
It is hoped, however, that the governor will 
take another look at the budget for the Montana
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Stata Training School at Eouldcr, hoae of that 
pitiful sagaant of our population, tha retarded 
youngatar, who is relegated to tha obsourlty of 
an Institution through no fault of his own*
Digging up money for any state Institution 
always Is difficult. A custodial institution 
is nevertheless the forgotten operation because 
only those people with persons there really care. 
That*s why we hope the governor will have a long, 
hard look at this one before he cuts very deep.
This editorial seemed closer to an appeal than to criticism, 
An Inter lake editorial on September 17 "Governor 
Rakes a Point" referred to a news story in the same paper. 
The October 29 editorial "Governor Made Points" said that 
Nutter had put forth the following argument for coming to 
Montana when he advertised to Industry around the nation 
that "we are holding the line against taxes." The 
editorial quoted the r^vernor as listing a trained work 
force, transportation problems that are not Insurmount­
able, cheap power, good water, a ready market, and a good 
business climate. The conclusion of the editorial wast
Gov. Nutter was red hot when he made his 
speech at the Chamber gathering. His address was 
excellent. It would be difficult to pick holes in 
his talk. It made plain sense all the way. V'o 
can*t see why Democrats and Republicans alike 
wouldn’t have been wholeheartedly In accord with 
it.
The last editorial on the governor was written after his 
death.
LaxlsXaxa Dally
üâm  QBTftraga aC Qazeaar llu ttef tLm. PaaamüaL 1 . 196a- 
January 11, i S S
Total naws «tories..«^9 
Front page naws stories...41 
Total Inches...812|
News copy Inobei.•.606 
Headline lnohes...l&3
Photo coverage.•.2 photographs» 16& inches 
Wire Service Stories.•.42 (UPI)
Favorable sto:les...4?
Unfavorable stories...2
laittftglftl aftYftCBSg 
Total editorials...5 
Total editorial Inobes...46 
Editorial oopy Inoheo..*16 
Bdltorlal headline Inches...12 
Favorable ed1torlals...5 
Unfavorable editorials.•.0
The Lewiatown Dally News had a oiroulatlon in 1961 
61of 3,405. This dally ranked eleventh In the number of
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nena stories^ but tsoth in the total number of inches 
with 8l2è* The Daily Newe depended upon the wire services 
for all but seven stories. Of the 49 stories, 4? were 
favorable toward the governor, Iho two unfavorable stories 
were* Episcopal Bishop/Crltioises Nutter/On O.N, Issue** 
and "Hesistance Solid to/Kutteris Building Bon,*
On the editorial side, the -Lawletown Dally ÿaHa. ran 
five editorials with a total of 46 column-inches. The 
first editorial on January 6, **At Long Lsstt,* saidi
We could write editorials every day for the 
next five years on the merits of the Governor's 
State of the State message which has appeared in 
its entirety in the Daily News,
We feel that Gov. Nutter is one of the best 
things that has happened to Montana in a long, 
long time. Not only does he intelligently present 
the problems that face the state, but he has oome 
up with some intelligent answers on what to do 
about them,
And we liked his approach to the question of
what to do with the state's antiquated six-unit 
university system, , , , We particularly liked 
Gov, Nutter's approach to school consolidation, 
elimination of the maze of duplication in the offices 
of the state government, and his timely su^estlons 
on the state's hall insurance program.
And we liked Gov, Nutter's urgent plea for 
our lawmakers to pass legislation wV^ich would 
"eliminate payment of benefits to the highly seasonal 
or occasional workers** covered under the unemployment 
compensation law.
The editorial "Who's stunning Montana?** which ran 
on January 25 pointed to the differences in opinion between 
the governor and the legislature and concluded, **We think
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tha governor has oomm up with the right answers in solving 
the probXesBS that faoe our antiquated and cumbersome 
university eystem.** **Luke Hits the Nail on the Head" 
ran on Maroh 21 and said:
Luke Wright • • • says it took real courage 
for Gov. Nutter to make his stand on his "hold the 
line," "retrenchment" and "no new starts on buildings" 
proposal. . . .  Gov. Nutter*s unpopularity in some 
sections of the state comes from his desire to do 
things that have needed doing for such a long, 
long time.
Whether you are a Democrat or a aepublioan 
you must admit that Gov. Nutter jolted the peace 
and quiet of state government with some of his 
dynamite-loaded proposals. . . . Certainly we will 
agree that Gov. Nutter could not win a popularity 
contest in some areas of the state today. Some? roups dislike anyone who stands up and fights or what he believes in.
Frankly, we think Gov. Nutter will eventually 
win out over the petty, pointed and selfish politics 
that have plagued him during his early months of 
office.
Although the » News editorials were favorable
toward Nutter the paper did recognise that there was 
dislike for the governor and his program in the state.
The final editorial on the governor before his death from 
the Cut Bank Pioneer Press, "Nutter*s Mass Popularity/ 
Stronger Than Ever," ran on April 30.
UylncBfeoa antarprlBa 
üfiHE QftiflTflgtt at fiaTflcaox auttflx Xaam Daommbgx X» lââfir 
JaauarjL 11, i S z
Total news stories*••56 
Front page news stories.•.41 
Total inohes...?6lt 
News oopy inches...509|
Headline inches...155i
Photo coverage...6 photographs, 96& inches 
Wire Servioe Stories...5^ (AP)
Favorable atories...50 
Unfavorable stories...6
Mltoxlfll Qpygragfl 
Total editorials...5 
Total editorial inches...53 
Editorial oopy inches...M 
Editorial headline inches...5 
Favorable editorials...2 
Unfavorable editorials...3
The Livinyatop Enterprise^ with a I96I circulation of 
2,933,^^ ranked tenth in the number of news stories, but 
eleventh in total column-inches of news coverage. Almost
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60 per oexit of the news coverage was from the Associated 
Press With four stories originating In Livingston. These 
stories were I ^ttessage to H/Is Appreciated s ** "Oov. Nutter's 
Appointments/Are Approved by Senatorsi" “ACC Measure/
Signed by/Oov. Nutteri** end *^ovemor to Make 3 Major/ 
Appointments During 1962."
7ront»pege ooverage in the Livingaton EnternriBe 
was 70 per cent. favorable stories were on topics 
such as the building moratorium» Democratic opposition in 
the Senate to gubernatorial recommendations » and the 
accusations that the governor was linked with the John 
Birch Society.
The Llvlnystciw Enterpriga carried a total of five 
editorials on the governor» three unfavorable and two 
favorable. The first editorial» which was unfavorable» 
was from the Daily Mleaoull&n "Deficiency in Nutter's 
Program" and ran on February 1. A Hay 10 editorial»
"Nutter-Rennes May the People Best»" was from the Butte 
Montapa Standard. A July 25 editorial» "Drastic Steps Nec­
essary»" agreed with the governor tlmt drastic action was 
necessary to curb the highway slaughter in Montana. A 
second unfavorable editorial» "United Nations Day»" ran 
on October 20 and pointed out to the governor that he was 
calling attention to Montana for what they believed was 
"unflattering reasons."
Mlle g &L&Z
M m  Aovmrae# al ûttggja&r Hafeter. faam Ogggafafir i# ia6&~
Jaimary a i ,  i S z
Total news stories*••121 
Front page news stories.**26 
Total Inohes...1^335 
New» eopy Inobes.**1,069# 
irleeâllne inches* * * 200#
Photo ooverege*..3 photographe, 65 Inches 
Wire Servioe Stories***116 (AP)
Favorable stories *.* 106 
Unfavorable stories...15
EdltPglfll OQYirftgfl 
Total editorials.**2 
Total editorial inches..18#
Editorial oopy inches*.*17 
Editorial headline inches..*1#
Favorable editorials* * *2 
unfavorable editorials* **0
The Miles Citv Star with a oiroulatlon of 4,770^^ 
in 1961 ranked seventh in total stories and eighth in 
total column inches of news coverage* Of 121 stories.
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116 were from the Assoolotod Prose. Almost 90 per cent 
of the El lifta OXiiSL laews ooverage of the governor
was favorable.
Both editorials In this dally were favorable toward 
the governor. One editorial was written after the 
governor*» death and the other editorial "The Cost of 
Economy" saidi
Mutter has given Montana something to think 
aboat««operating on economy.
Montana has gone from a #14 million surplus 
to a |6 million deficit. We have complained that 
taxes are too high and that something should tw* 
done. Someone Is— Oov. Mutter.
Oov. Mutter Is reoelvlng both praise and 
crltlolsm for his strong me&^iures for economy 
In state government. Those who are orltlcal should 
Withhold that crltlolsm until they can oome up 
With a better solution to Montana*s fiscal In­
security. Those who praise the governor for his 
economy will do well to let him know how they feel. 
Drop him a line at the state capltol. Helena. Let 
him know. One who receives much public attention 
always hears from his opponents and too often we 
forget to give him a pat on the back.
ftiaflftullftn-SflBtiliPQl
cozfratfa stL Quimmar. Hattar tL2 2 . Paaaa^ 1» 
iiaauary 11* XS6iZ
Total news mtorlee..#269 
Front page news stories*•*122 
Total inches*•*3»51^
Hews copy inches...2,261 
Headline inohes...833
Photo ooverage.,.20 photographs, 400 inohes 
Wire Servioe Stories...206 (AP)
Favorable stories...231 
Unfavorable stoi les...36
Ml,ton#! fia3Mu:;agft 
Total editoiialB...16 
Total editorial inches...213 
Editorial oopy inohes...192 
Editorial headline inches*..23 
Favorable editorials...14 
Unfavorable editorials...2
Hontana*s fourth largest daily in 1961 with a cir­
culation of 20,055»^^ the Mlasoullan and SsatiLflal* was
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first ai&ong dalliss in total news stories on the governor 
with 269 and was second after the Helena indapandant 
aeoard In total oolumn-inohes. Less than half of the 
total namber of stories were on the front page and 36 
stories were not from the wire service. Of these 3&* 
topics included t Faculty Cwcerned/Over 17-1 Katio 
Plan;*" "Committee, Newbum Agree/Cuts Would Damage MSUt** 
“Pilots Criticize Nutter;" "Solution to U Fund/Problem 
in Raking;" "Students Probe legislature;" "Governor's 
Dog/Object of Hunt/In Missoula Area;" and "Governor's 
Lost Dog/Is Believed Found." The Missoulien seemed con­
cerned with the effects of the governor's budget cute on 
the University system and especially on Montana state 
university.
The Mlasoullan led the state dailies in the number 
and total column-Inches of editorial coverage with 16 
editorials end 215 column-inches. Fourteen of the edito­
rials were favorable and two were unfavorable. % e  un­
favorable editorial "Deficiency in Nutter Program," which 
ran on January 29, 1961, said;
Is the University of Montana's purpose the 
education of youth or is it here to preside over 
the allocation of public funds throughout the state?
Distribution of tax money seems to have 
figured very strongly in past policy regarding the 
state's university system. Perhaps that's one 
reason its six units are scattered all over the map.
Gov. Nutter has adopted a somewhat overzealous
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policy to correct. In a few monthe, a bad situation 
that has been years In building. Such a policy, 
without moderation could destroy, in those same 
few months, much of what is essential to the future 
education of our youth.
His policy of retrenchment is not enough.
Such a drastic program does not answer the questions 
•Where do we go from here?"
The basic problem has not been honestly faced.
We can no longer afford six Institutions of higher 
education, all being prodded by their local Chamber 
of Commerce. We have enough money to do a good 
job in education with perhaps one or two institutions.
•Retrenchment" without a policy of consoli­
dation only means a continued watering down in the 
quality of education we can offer our youth. The 
battle today is for man*s mind, and in the front 
line are the institutions of higher learning.
There is more at stake here than the allocation 
of public funds. We are fighting for our freedom.
Amid the hue and cry from various parts of 
the state regarding Oov. Nutter * s program, we have 
heard no suggestions as to the source of needed 
additional funds.
It could be done the simple way. Put in a 
sales tax.
There*6 another simple method. Let Uncle 
Sam do It.
Neither of these approaches is very appealing 
because they merely do what has been done in the 
past, which is pour more money into an inefficient 
system.
Oov. Nutter*8 program with regard to the 
University problem has been too short-sighted to 
elicit the full support of those sincerely interested 
in giving our youth the best education possible.
The second unfavorable editorial, "By All Means, Observe
U.N. Day," which ran on October 22 said that the governor
had made an error in not proclaiming United Nations Day
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beoawse "the thinking and drive of a man of his oapaoity 
can and should do auch to make the U.N. more effeotive. "
The %lamoulimn*a favorable editorial ooverage of 
the governor began on December 31, i960, with the editorial 
"%ie Task Confronting Montana" which explained that 
Governor Nutter had called on state departments, the 
legislature, and the people to join him in streamlining 
the executive establishment in the state to make it more 
effeotive with "an end to waste and extravagance. " In 
an editorial the next day, "Looking Ahead With Confidence," 
The Mlgaoalian said, "Gov. Nutter . . . made it clear that 
he is resolutely determined that Montana shall have *good 
government* at a minimum of cost." The editorial ex­
plained that "Getting Montana back on a basis of operating 
within its income will not be easy. That is all the more 
reason for applauding and supporting the spunk that caused 
him ^(Sovemor Nutteg? to seyt *With your help we will 
come out on top.*"
The January 2 editorial, "Transition Day at Helena,"
saidf
Incoming Oov. Nutter favors belt tightening 
and restoring state financing to a sound basis. 
Commenting on the prevailing tendency of department 
heads to ask for more money, Mr. Nutter said in 
a guest editorials "Department people had better 
get their feet back on ground. The state of 
Montana is in real financial trouble. We are not 
going to spend our way to a solution. Fiscal 
responsibility dictates that an increase in the 
budget allotmnoe for any state department must
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neoosaarily b« aooompemled by an increase in taxes.**
That statement followed the observation that 
during the last dosen years state expenditures 
have exceeded income more than #21 million, with 
the result that we face a general fund deficit 
of more than #6i million at the end of the current 
fiscal year next June 30.
Fiscal sanity should not be a basis for 
partisan jockeying. Making it again u reality in 
state affairs offers unbounded opportunity for 
every legislator to enhance the prestige of both 
himself and his party. There are, and will continue 
to be, honest differences of opinion as to details, 
but there should be no dissent from the statement 
of the man who today becomes governors **We must 
and will provide good government at a minimwa of 
cost.** If the legislature today starts working 
with Gov. Nutter toward these ends, Jan. 2, 19ol, 
will indeed go down in history as a glorious one 
for Montana.
In the editorial, **Getting State Out of the êd,** 
which ran on January 4, the Miaaoulian reviewed the 
Governor's State of the State message and said, **There 
will, of course, be dissent from the governor's program 
on some details, but the overwhelming reaction will be 
that he has put forth a concrete outline of how the 
state can get down to business in a long overdue plan of 
living within its income. **
"State Finances— Whiter Now** was the editorial which 
ran on February 26 and saidt
This week is the one which will determine 
whether Nutter's goal of a balanced budget will be 
realised. He recommended one and without an increase 
in taxes. Appropriations for two years starting 
July 1 will be #4# million under the total approved 
by the 1959 legislative assembly.
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If spending is not held down in accordance 
with the governor's program, will additional taxes 
be imposed to cover the difference between anticipated 
income and revenue or will we continue the deficit 
spending practice of recent years? There may be 
an alternative superior to the Kutter-Houae plans, 
but the latter are infinitely better than deficit 
spending. By simply failing to adopt another 
course, we are going to have some more of that?
This is a week of decision.
In an editorial on March 7* **Nutter*a Great Accomp­
lishment," the Daily Hlsgoulian said, *To Gov. Nutter 
goes unrestrained credit for pointing out the deficit 
spending— making a dream a reality stands out as a great 
accomplishment of the first two months of Don Nutter's 
governorship."
The editorials on April 23 and 24, "Better state 
Business Climate** and "Careless, Meaningless Gesture," 
defended the governor for trying to improve the business 
climate in the state and for his public relations trips 
to other states.
In August there were three editorials on Governor 
Matter- The editorial on the 22, "Work as Solution to 
Problems,** referred to the governor's speech at the 
Interstate Indian Conference where be said that **Indians 
have recognized that work is the solution to most of our 
problems in America today.** **See the Light and Slow Down** 
was an editorial on the 29 which called for hifoway safety 
over Lubor Day. The August 31 editorial, "Important Action 
for Montana,** commended the governor for bringing 35
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industrialists and financiers to the state.
The subject of the editorial on September 13, 
"Attracting Private Industry," was the governor's efforts 
to attract new Industry to Montana. An editorial on 
October 23# "Nutter Puts Finger on Problem," said *
Oov. Nutter shows much political courage In 
focusing public attention on shameful waste that 
has existed for years among the various units of 
the Uk&lverelty of Montana. . . .  It Is fortunate 
that we have a governor who has the stamina to tell 
us In blunt language obvious truths that many of 
us don't want to face. It remains to be seen 
whether we have a Board of Regents and legislature 
which will join him In taking corrective action.
For the long pull advantage of higher education In 
Montana it should be done.
The last editorial that the Daily Mlssoullan ran on the
governor before his death was a guest editorial from
Nutter, "Montana Improvement Progxam," on December 31.
Jlontüma afcandard anà Butta paiiv Poat
Itena flftyfraga a L  QoYftraar üafctmg from paoaabar 1 , ia6&- 
Japaayy li. i M z
Total naws storiaa.••151 
Front paga nawa stories.•«66 
Total inohaa...2,066 
Naws oopy inohaa...1,41?
Haaâlina inohaa.•.370
Photo oovaraga.•.11 photographs, 301 inohaa 
Wira Servioa Stories...32 (UPI), c8 (AP)
Favorable atories.••135 
Unfavorable stories...16
Ëtiltittrlal a,Q¥,arage,
Total editorials...7 
Total editorial inohaa...86 
Editorial oopy inohaa...67 
Editorial headline inohaa...19 
Favorable editorials.••5 
Unfavorable oditorials... 2
The third largest Montana daily, the Montana âtandflfd 
and Butta Patlv Post, had a circulation of 34,062 in 1961.^^
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This dfitlly ranked fifth In the number of total news 
stories and total ooluusn Inohes on Governor Nutter. Of 
151 stories, 120 were from the wire services and 66 ran 
on the front page. A total of 135 stories were favorable 
toward the governor and 16 were unfavorable.
This paper was fourth in the amount of editorial 
ooverage on Governor Nutter with seven editorials and 
86 GOlumn<-inches.
A December 11 editorial ** People of Mon tana/Beady for 
a Change** said %
Oov. Nutter tells the same thing after the eleo- 
tion as before the election— that **we are going 
to live within our income in Montana. We have 
to.** Any additional money for state government 
from any source must be from eoonomio growth.
Another way of saying there will be no more tax 
increases.
There is going to be some change in state 
government, but no **fumigation of the Capitol.**
There may be a possibility of eliminating some of 
the 117 boards, bureaus, and commissions with a 
corresponding saving of the taxpayer's money.
If this is a sample of what is to com© when 
Nutter takes over the office of governor just 
after the first of the year, Montana is clearly 
in for some plain speaking. Montana is ready for 
a change.
The editorial on January 1, **Kontana*s Governor/
Needs Our Help/To Advance State,** said
We hope all Montanans will join our new 
governor, not In blind allegiance to his proposals, 
but in wholehearted support of the things he may 
offer which will advance Montana in the list of 
states.
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A second editorial on January 4, "Nutter iequires Ald/To 
Carry Out Alma," encouraged Montanans to support the 
governor. An editorial on April 20, "Montana Needs Men 
to/Peddle State's Wares," said that the governor's job 
Is aalesmmnshlp of his state and that oltlsens of Montana 
should help him boost Butte and the rest of the state. 
Several of the other dally newspapers in the state quoted 
the Montana Standard's editorial from May 5, "Nutter and 
Iienne % May the People Rest. " whloh was unfavorable in 
comment on the governor's disagreement with Boland a. 
Renne, president of Montana State College over the 
education budget. The second critical editorial, "Nutter 
Invites Criticism/In Not Proclaiming U.N. Day," ran on 
October 20 and was the last editorial on the governor 
before his death.
CKAPTKi* n  
THZ RESULTS
rnmmXÊ Af irt th« t-.r,tial r-iUisbftr
Ql, ,&telaa
Tatml j-ltorles
l^l««oul« 2C9
H«l«na 253
Great Falls 2kk
Bllli#0# 21L
Butte 151
Bozmmn 144
m i a s  City 121
Kallspell 102
Havre 64
Z4vl«getoa 56
Lewistown 49
Hemlltea 10
AtieooikSe 9
Dillon 6
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Qt Man ta rn  .da lllea , la  tha , to ta l oolusan? 
laQVi^a, ft f , ,nflw.fi , ar,,jaftyarBQr. Mut,toy.
DaJllim ■SStttaJL ooliaua-lnc^ftg
H«l«aa 4.261
HissouXe 3.514
Great Fells 3.487
Billings 2.950
Butte 2.06b
Kellspell 1.561
Beeemam I.4611
Miles City 1.335
Havre 1.035&
lewlGtewn 8121
Livingston ?6li
Hamilton 95
Anaoonde 67
Dillon 6X
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In the total
Dolllaa aA\tar>r»iala Total tawn- 1nehee
^loooula 16 215
Holona 13 140
Havre 7 iioè
Butto 7 86
üllling# 7 70
Oroat Fails 6 66
ZjLvingaton 5 53
Kalispell 5 51
lowistown 5 48
Bomoaan 3 26&
:iile# City 2 lei
Amaoond#
Dillon
Hamilton
With almoat 200,000 papora ontorlng i-ontana homee 
•Tory doy,^ tho Montana daily presa remains parhap# 
tbo moot important aiagl# information inatiumont for 
atato oitimono. It would bo diffloult to imagine tbo
®^Total Montana daily nowepapor circulation from cir­
culation figuroa of tho 14 otato daily nowapapors*
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Btat« without dally oaw#paper aarvioa to aduoata tho 
pubXlo about tho complex and exciting world in which 
they live.
The problem facing the Montana daily press as in 
other states is whether newspaper performance equals the 
challenge of the time. One press oritlo deplores the 
iGOk of really vigorous newspaper probing into local 
conditions which might involve treading on sensitive 
toes. Other responsible critics have pointed out that the 
press is frequently mousy» unimaginative, obsessed with 
trivia, crime and scandal, and— most grievous of journalis­
tic crimes— indisposed to give its readers a sufficiently 
large amount of raw news on national. International, and 
state events to enable them to form intelligent o p i n i o n s . ^7 
The Commission on Freedom of the Press defined the 
function and responsibility of the press in this way:
Today cur society needs, first, a truthful, 
comprehensive, and intelligent account of the day*s 
events in a context which gives them meaning| 
second, a forum for the exchange of comments and 
criticism; third, a means of projecting the opinions 
and attitudes of the groups in a society to one 
anotherI fourth, a method of presenting and clari­
fying the goals and values of the society| and, 
fifth, a way of rmiohing every member of the society 
by the currents of information, thought, and feeling 
which the press supplies.4o
^^Heo M. Christenson and Robert 0. McWilliams, Voioa 
pf tha Paopla (New York: McOraw-Hill Co., Inc., 1902),
p. 106.
68_Commission on Freedom of the Press, A  Free and 
Taaponsible fgggB (Chicago* University of Chicago Press, 1947), p. 22.
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A previous examination into the Montana press 
pointed out areas in which newspapers need more concen­
tration in fulfilling these two functions. One oritlc 
referred to the results of a survey of state legislators 
asked to comment on news coverage of state legislative 
events. On a point system listing comparisons between 
48 states in 1957# Montana ranked 4? with Delaware lest. 
He concluded that cost should not prohibit any Montana 
newspaper, weekly or daily, from giving its readers a 
year-round ooverage of state government. He said, "For 
about $100 each, Montana weekly editors could hire a 
correspondent to cover the capital and state institutions 
for all of them.
Although six years have elapsed since the survey, 
problems still exist in the quality and quantity of news 
and editorial coverage of Montana government, and par­
ticularly of the governor.
Although some individual newspapers did adequate, 
if not excellent, jobs of news and editorial coverage, 
it is difficult to judge the Montana dally press In to to. 
Statistics will bear out the fact that the 14 daily 
newspapers were overwhelmingly favorable in their comment 
of the govezmor and his administration. In the news
9vio Heineaer, "A Hard Look at Montana Journalism, 
.Tonmalism lleview (Missoula i bureau of Press and Broad­
casting aesearoh. Spring, I96I), p. 14.
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oovmrage, aiost papers relied heavily on the wire sorvioee 
to supply the infoi^sation on state government. The critical 
articles in eaoh newspaper usually originated with the 
wire services with little cMament from the papers them­
self. Even when an incident of interest to residents in 
a particular town took place, many times that town would 
cover the story with a wire service release. The Havre 
ÛBUU. «nd the ,SQ&eaan 2&L1& Chromole covered the
interaction of Governor Nutter and the presidents of the 
unite of the university in those towns with wire servioe 
releases. There was no local coverage of many of the 
individual stories which were of importance to citizens 
served by the 14 dailies.
Statistics show that of the 11 dailies which received 
wire service releases, more than half of the news stories 
was furnished by the Associated Press or the United Press 
International. In some individual cases, the wire services 
were furnishing up to ?G and ©0 per cent of the news 
coverage. Only the Great Falla Tribune  ̂ in addition to 
the Helena daily newspaper, had a reporter assigned to 
covering state government news from Helena.
Still another fact which cannot be overlooked is 
the amount of favorable comment on the governor as con­
trasted with unfavorable criticism which the dailies ran.
In all daily newspapers in the state, the prerogative to
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critiolsQ was not used to its fullest oapaclty. Even 
though many of the papers relied almost solely on 
wire aervloe releases for news coverage, there was an 
opportunity for pertinent orltlolsm of state admlnietra- 
tlon through the editorial coliasn. Nor were the editorial 
pages of the dallies used to indicate that although an 
individual paper was satisfied with the governor's per­
formance there might be dissatisfaction elsewhere In the 
state and why. On the whole, the press presented an 
editorial and news view of the governor as having almost 
perfect accord in the state which would not seem possible 
In Montana or any other state and certainly was not 
justified by election returns. In both the news stories 
which were printed and In the comments and criticism 
which the daily papers did not run, the dally press re­
linquished Its right to act as an Important factor In 
molding public opinion on state politics.
If fault Is to be found with the Montana dallies, 
it lies not In the quantity, but In the quality of news 
coverage and editorial comment. The papers reported on 
government business at the state level perhaps as best 
they could, but the editorial columns could have been 
more aggressive, more analytical and more perceptive. The 
Montana dally press did not function as a check on Governor 
Nutter} It chose rather to augment the Impression which the 
govenoor presented of a dynamic, aggressive politician.
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